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Pr·eface 

Most of the energetic Cosmic Ray particles appear to \)e atomic nuclei. Cosmic Ray air 
. ' 

shower obseMtions so far have reported a nwnber of events (eight to ten) in which· the primaries 

had an energy greater than 1020 eV . Understanding the origin of charged Cosmic Ray particles has 

. been difficult owing to the presence of a magnetic field in the Galaxy. Consequently , the Cosmic 

Ray origin problem has remained ~solved even though the study of Cosmic Rays began about a 

·century ago. Recently , a great need has been recognised to observe emission of neutral particles 

(for .example photons) from a nwnber of discrete point sources which have been identified ·as 

candidate sources of Cosmic Rays , in addition to obseiVing is9tropk Cosmic. Ray particles. This is 

also the thrust of the North Bengal University (NBU) extensive air shower (EAS) project which 
- • ' . I ' . 

~as started in 1980. The EAS detector array at a site on the _NBU campus measure~ EAS arrival 

direction , size ) muon distribution .with a view to identifying the nature of the primary particles 
. . 

from various directions and also from the directions of the some specified discrete source.s. 

The author of the thesis joined the NBU project in 199i holding a UGC junior research 

fellowship and has contributed to the expansion , developm~nt and operation of the EAS array in 

the following respects 

1) Rearrangement of the detector array and resetting the individual. detectors 

2) Modernising the data-handling system 

3) The c8librations of the detectors 

4) Operation and day-to-day maintenance of the set-up 

5) Data taking 

6) Development of computer programs and analysis. 

The. analysis includes the following : 

1) Reconstruction of the shower parameters fr~m the observed shower data (Chapter 2) 
I . .' • ' 

· 2) Determination of arrival direction of individital showers (Ch~pter2) . 

3) S~dy on· shower front cmvature and· the time spread· of the particles in the shower. 

front( Chapter 2) 

4) Estimation of errors (Chapter 2) · 



5) Detelll1ination of the angular resolution of the array (Chapter 2) 

6) Study on general characteristics of the observed showers (Chapter 3) 

7) Study on shower parameters (Chapter 3) 

8) Detelll1ination of the 'etTective area' of the Aray (Chapter 3) 

9) Search for excess air showers from the direction of four potential discrete point sources (Cygnus 

X-3, Hercules X-1 , Crab Nebula and Geffii!lga) (Chapter 3) 

10) Phase analysis of the event tiffies. of the showers from two discrete point sources (Cygnus X-3 

and Hercules X-1) (Chapter 3) 

The previotis work of other workers on emission of gamma-ray photons from· discrete 
jhQ 

sources has been re-examined together with the present analysis andtfollowing features have been 

fotmd in the present work: 

1).The high muon content and high shower 'age' value of the excess showers fi·orn the direction of 

discrete point sources , as observed in a number of obs~tvations , may not be independent 

characteristics of the directional showers. 

2) The high 'age' value of the directional showers can not be explained in terms of zenith angle: 

3) No statistically significant excess ofEAS from any of the obsc;rved sources has been found. 

4) The phase analysis of the event time of EAS from the direction of Cygnus X-3 shows an excess 

of2.11 cr in one phase bin. 
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*** Chapter 1 *** 



l.l Introduction: 

The mysteries and grandeur of the Universe · fasciilated mankind from long before the 

advent of the modem cosrilology.From the tiln~ of earliest civili~ations man has studied the 

· movements of the heavenly bodies· and from his observations has gradually built up ideas of the 

structure of the Universe.By ingenuity and perseverance .through the centuries the nature of the 

Universe has gradually been unfolded.Man has acquired knowledge about the Universe entirely by 

interpretation of incoming radiation. Most, astronomical iiifonnation relies on measuring the 

electromagnetic radiation from space arriving .at the earth.But there is another tool. which over the 

last few decades has become increasingly important • CoSmlc Rays. 

The Cosmic radiation is a vecy specific sample of matter. • a highly isotropic flux of 

relativistic particles:trigillates in the Cosmos. The study of. cosmic rays .originated approximately in 

. 2 

the year 1900.as . a result of observation· of the ionisation ill gases in closed vessels by C. T.R. 

Wilson, Oeitel and Elster.In the year 1912 .• Austrim scientist Victor Hess from his balloon flight · · 

experiment convincingly demonstrated that in closed ·vessel the ·air ,ionisation rate increases with 

height when moving away from the earth surface and he concluded that a vety penetrating 
- . 

radiation is entering the atmosphere from outer space.However there was still another possibility 

that the observed radiation was gaunna radiation from the radioactive substances present in the 

upper atmosphere. Hess restdts were confirmed in the: subsequent observation by Kohlh6rster. 

All doubts about the existence of a penetrating radiationJrom outside ~sappcared about 1927-28. 

Millikan gave the name 'Cosmic Rays' to these penetrating radiations . Hess was later awarded 

the 'Noble prize' in physics for his discovety of cosmic rays in 1936. 

Cosmic rays are found in_ iri.terstellar space of our. own galaxy as well as in other ghlaxi.es. 

Thus cosmic rays arc 311 important constituent of the Universe. The energy density of cosmic rays 
in our galaxy coer ~ 106 cVfm3 , is of the same order as the energy density of the interstellar 

magnetic fields and as the energy density of the interstellar gas. The. total estimated energy ·of the 

co~c rays in the galaxy is about 1068 eV. 

Cosmic rays are essentially extratelrestrial radiation havihg relativistic particles. The 

en~rgy r3Ilge of the cosmic ray particles are from. 106 eV, (super thermal energy) to about 1021 



' ,} 

·· .... -

. ·. 

.deflection in the interstellar magnetic fields making ·it impossible to kilow the source direction. 

St~ble electrically neutral particles are free· from this problem. The commonly occuning neutral 

· particles are neutrons , neutrinos and gamma ray photons. But neutrons. are unstable .and neutrinos , 
. . . 
being weakly interacting, are not easy to detect. On the other hand·gamma rays are ideal in view of 

. ' . " 

both their production and interaction cross section being rather high and their being stable. 

The starting point for g:urnria ray astronomy carne from a paper by Morrison. (5) in which 

he pointed out the prospects for gamma ray astronomy .Initially gamma r:,I}' detectors were carried 

by. balloons. However high energy gamma ray astronornj was not to become established until 

satellites reduced the background problem and pennitted long exposllfe. The successful flights of 

the SAS-2 and COSB gamma ray experiments in the seventies established high energy gamma ray 

astronomy as a viable branch of astrophysics. 

But the major problem at the UHE range is that the flux of UHE cosmic ray particles,in 

.Particular gamma rays, is so small that it can not be studied by balloons or satellites. As a result in 

the highest energy regiori cosmic ray observation are in general rather indirect. The only source of 

information about the highest energies is the 'Extensive At r Showers' (EAS) . 

The Extensive Air Shower : 

Extensive Air shower is a phenomenon that results froin the interaction of the high energy 

(E_> 1014 eV) prim:ny cosmic ray particles with air nuclei in the earth's atmosphere.Auger and his 

colleagues first observed the phenomenon in the year 1938 (6). 

··when a high energy charged cosmic ray particle is incident on the top of the earth's 

atmosphere it interacts V~ith the atmospheric nuclei. The products of this interaction are mainly 

. . charged and neutral pions with some kaons,nucleon , anti-nucleon pairs and other b:nyons. The 

secondary hadrons practically continue in the same direction of the primary and undergo further 

.. nuCleon-nucleon collisions.Some of the charged pions and kaons interact while others· decay to 

muons and neutrinos.t-.lost of U1c muons stuvivc to obsc1vatiou level. The neutral pious decay to . 

ganuna rays which initiate ekctromaguetic showc:r.ln U1e dcdrornagnct.ic cascade at each ~tagc 

ea~h garnma·photon produces a pair of electrons which share its en~rgy and each electron radiates 

' ; 
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. . 

nearly half of its energy as a bremsstralhung g3IIliila ray.As a result the number ofparticles grow . _ 

lUltil the energy of the individual electrons drops to the point that other interaction (e.g. absorption) 

processes compete with particle production. The total number of secondaries created in this 

phenomena can be as high as many millions. Because of the large energy involved ; the secondary 
. . 

particles are strongly beamed in the forward direction • and on the average_ retain the directionality 

of the primary.At each interaction level • the particles spread out later~ mainly because of multiple 
. . 

coulomb scattering of the charged secondary leptons in the influence of air nuclei so that by the 

time the shower reaches the detector level , it has a lateral spread of hundred of meters .If a high 

energy cosmic gamma ray is incident on the top of the atmosphere it produces an electromagnetic 

cascade. 

· -Charged cosmic. rays. are highly isotropic whereas cosmic gamma rays are supposed to -
. . ~ -

t,..directionai.Hence. emission of gamma rays from a celestial source will be reflected in an excess 

nwnber of showers from that-direction of the celestial sphere.Since the convincing discovery of. 

UHE ganuna radiation from Cygnus X-3 by the Kiel group air shower_ arrays are extensively used in. 

the $earch for point ~ources of cosmic rays.Several institutes have b~Ut new detector arrays or 

upgrade the existing ones to gather further information on -gamma ray sources.In the last twelve 

years many observations of UHE gamma rays ~om various sources h~ve. been reported. However 

the present observational situation in UHE gamma ray astronomy· is quite controversial.A brief 
. . 

review of the present status of observation of UHE gamma ray sources is described in next section. 

1 



1.2 Current status of observation of UHE ~amma-ray ~ources: 
·. 

In the year 1983 the Kiel group in Germany reported (1) detection of an excess flux of air · 

showers of energies greater than 1015 eV 'from the direction bmai)' x~ray source Cygnus X-3. 

That was the first positive observation of PeV radiation from a discrete source and with this 
' ' 

obseiVation a new era in gamma ray astronomy began. Since- then many attempts have been made 
' ' ' 

by ditl'c:rc:nt EAS groups to confinn the results of the Kiel gtoup and to identify other discrete 
. ' 

potential UHE gamma ray sources. Positive evidences of detection of UHE radiation were 

reported. during last twelve years from several other· sources e,g; Crab nebula·, Hercules X-1, 

Vela X-1. 

Search for UHE gamma rays from discrete: sources started in the early ~ixties.For 

identification of gamma initiated showers against the large background of charged cosmic ray 

initiated showers it is essential to know the chara~teristics which distinguish gamma ray ~:ascades 

from the charged cosmic ray initiated showers. Detailed calculation .(2) have shown that air 

showers initiated by primal)' gamma rays should be deficient in muons by more than an order of 

magnitude compared to showers due to cosmic ray protons or heavier nuclei. The initial attempts t~ 

detect UHE gamma ray sources are based on looking for anisotropies _in the cosmic ray flux using 

muon poor showers (3). But the initial attempts were unsuccessful.lt was observed that co:smic rays 

in the PeV energy region are highly isotropic. Interest in UHE gamma ray astronomy was revitalized 

after the annotmcement of positive observation by the Kiel group. After many years of frustrating 

searches now a few sources in the UHE range , mostly o~ galactic origin , ar·e established. 

The summai)' of the status of observaijons c311·be represented by 'source catalog'. Those: 
' ' ' 

so~ces w~ch satisfy the criteria of at ,least three statistically significant independent observations 

are included in the source catalog which is presented in table 1.2.1 . The · most ·numerous class of 

UHE gamma my sources consist of x-ray binaries. The: galactic x-ray sky is dominated by closed 

binaries in which one of the pair of stars is a compact object (white dwarf,N eutron stars or even 

black holes). The objects of most interest to ganuna ray a~tronomy are the binaries that contain a 

neutron star. Most of these are found in massiye systems in which the mass of the companion star 
is greater than 10M0 . Supernova remnant is also foood to be UHE gamma ray emitter ~hich is 

expected.A brief discussion about the observation of the sources are described below. 

8 



Table 1.2.1 

(UHE gamma ray source c~ta_log) 

Source Type Hemisphere Co-ordinates · Distance Periodicity 
Dec RA from eaJ1h 

Cygnus X-3 Binary X-ray N 40.9 307.8 > .11.4 4.8 hour 
source kpc 

Hercules X-1 Binary X-ray N .35.4 254.0 .. 5 kpc 1.7 day, 
source f.24 s 

Vela X-1 Binary X-ray s -40.6 135.4 -.f.4 kpc 8.96. day, 
source 283 s 

Crab nebula Supernova N 22.0 82.9 .. 2 kpc Steady 
Remnant (33m~?) 

Cygnus X-3: 

Cygnus X~3 is a very interesting astrophysical object.Cyg X3 located at least 11.4 ·kpc 

away from the solar system. is a low mass x-ray binary system. with a well known period oJ 4.8 

. . homs which is normally mterpreted as binary orbital period.~ecent observations hlso indicate the 

. presence of a fast pulsar of 12.6 ms pulsation in the T~V gamma range (4). The radio emission 
. . . ' ' . .. . 

from Cyg X-3 is of particUlarly interesting as Cygnus X-3 ·displays flaripg activity and occasionally 

exhibits large radio flares .. 

Cyg X-3 was first observed as x-ray source in the Cygnt1s constellation by a rocket boine 

x-ray telescope (5). The object has not seen at optic.al wavelengths.cyl:tnls X-3 was ·first observed 

as a TeV ganurta ray source by Criiliea astrophysical Laboratory (6) and subsequently observed 

by a number of other observations. 

9 



First attempts. to obsetve UHE garrnha rays from Cygnus X-3 were unsuccessful (7,8). 

Th~ first report of successful detection of PeV gamma ray emission from any source came from 

the University of Kiel group (1). This result has a great importance in the UitE gamma ray 

astronomy. 

· · The Kiel air shower array was consisted of 28 scintilbition counters each of area 1m2. The 

sensitive area of the array was about 3000 m2.Timing information were obtained from. 11 fast 

timing detectors . The arrival direction was determined in this array. with high accuracy (angular 

resolution better than 1 O).Showers with zeniiji angle less than 30° only were accepted for the 

analysis. The arrival direction of each showers was sorted into bins of right ascension and 

declination. They found a 4.4o excess in the Cygnus X·3 direction compared to the background 

among the showers with age paJ"ameter, greater than .1.1 (the mean age value in' the Kiel 

observation) i,e, among the earlier developing showers. More significantly they ·round that event 

time exhibited a periodicity with peak emission at a phase 0.35 .They used P={).1996814 d and P = 

0 at an epoch t0 = JD 2440949.9176 given by.Parsignault et al (9) based on their x-ray data. The 

Kiel group also gave time average tlux (integral tlux) of 7.4 ± 3.2 x IQ-14 photons cm·2s-1 above · 

energies 2 PeV.For a distance to Cygnus X-3 of 11,4 tPc ·, this would .corresponds. to a lwninosity 

of 2 x Io37 erg s·1 (considering the absorption effect due to interaction of UHE gamma rays with 

thc2.7° K black body radiation). They have also observed muons in the showers. When the data in 

the Cygnus X-3 bin were examined in terms of its muon to ~lcctron ratio this is found to b.e almost 

same (0.67 :t .09) that obtained for a normal air showers initiated by a charged nuclei whereas the 

expected ratio would be ----0.10 (lO).The detection ofPeV signal from Cygnus X-3 was confirmed 

by Haverah Park group (11) within a few months of the publication of the Kiel results.,Later 

positive evidence of UHE sigual ftom the direction of Cygnus X-3 is, reported by several groups . 

(12,13,i4,15) however negative results are _also reported. Althoug)l the P,erfonnance of the 

detectors improved with time, the significance of most. of the published positive detection remained 

. at a 3o level.Allthe positive obse!Vation ofCygnus X·3 above· TeV energy shown an excess close 

to two phases of the 4.8 hour orbital period at ~.().2 311d ~-0.6. However recent reports confirm 

only the emission at the second phase.Early observations of Cygnus X-3 provided the hope th~t 

the natUre of the lJHE radiation from this and similar sources cotdd be studied regularly.However 



most recent observations have been ooable to confirm the existence of such emission. A sununary 

of the results of some recent observations is presented in table 1.2.3. 

Table 1.g.3 

A Summary of some recent observations for UHE gamma-radli1tlon. from Cygnus X-3 

Array Reference Database 

HEGRA EAS array Nearly 100 miDion events 

(located at the Canary had been coUected during 

lslan4 La Palma 28.8°N 1989-91.1tnergy threshol~ 

1r9°W,790 g cm·2) (16) of the array was 50 TeV. 

Chicag.o Air Shower 

· ~ay (CASA) (17) 

(located at Dugway 

Utah,USA .40.2° N, 

112.8° W ,870 g cm-2) 

EAS-TOP (18) ·· 

About 1300 miiUon events 

were coUected by the array 

during 1991-93. 41 0 million 

events were taken for the 

analysis. 

The database used in this 

(2005 m a.s.l.. 42.45°N analysis t•Jas taken during 

13.56°E) 1989-1990. 

ObseJVatlon 

No steady emission was obseJVed 

but .feii'J short term excess 1/'.JaS 

noticed . The largest shqrt term 

excess on the 20th January, 1991 

coincides with the huge radio ftare. 

Phase analysis of the arrival times 

of the events of that day into the 
' . ., . 

4.8 hour phasogram shows enhan

cem~mt of signal at a phase .2.:.3. 

SOUDAN2 collaboration claims the 

detection M an increased muon 

flux .from the direction of Cyg X-3 

for the same day. 

Seiu.eh was made for steady and 

sporadtc nature of emission with 

and without a cut on the muon 

content of the shovJer. No statis

tically significant excess was found. 

A 'search for possible periodic and 

sporadic ~mission had been per-. . . 

formed .No significant excess was 

11 



Ohya EAS array (19) 

(36 .59° N, 139 .84°E) 

GREX EAS array (20) 

(Located at Haverah 

Park,UK) 

A total number of 2.5 x 1 QB 

shower events were taken 

in the period 1986 - 1993. 

Between March 1986 and 

December 1990 21.3 million 

events were collected. 

CYGNUS EAS array (21) Over 200 millions air shower 

(Located in Los Alamos events was recorded.· 

New Mexico ,35.9° N) 

Akeno Giant Air Shower Data collected during 1990-

Array(AGASA) (22) 1991. 

observed in any search.The upper 

limit to the DC flux V'Jas astimated 

F .(>200 TeV) < 10-13 cm-2s-1 

Muon less EAS from Cyg X-3 had 

been searched. A 4a excess has 

· been observed in the data set with 

the muon cut(RI-L <.2) and size cut 

~ss than 1 os. 

No positive observation .The upper 

flux limlt(95% CL) was estimated 

as 5 x 10-14 cm-2s-1 (>900 TeV}. 

Negative resuhs reported.The es
timated upper flux limit Is 4 x 1 Q·1 4 

cm-2s-1(>70 TeV). 

The array Looked for steady excess 

In EeV energy range. A 3.4a ex-

cess has been f()und froM the 

direction of Cygnus X-3 .The flux 

limit from the observation was 

estimated as F(>3 x 1017 eV) = 
(3.4±.1.0)x1Q-17 cm-2s-1. 

One of the most striking feature of recent observation is the ~etection of EeV r~diation 

from the direction of Cygnus X-3 by the Fly's Eye. group (23) . The rest~t is confirmed by the 

Akeno group (24) and also by Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (25) although such .emission was not 

seen on Haverah Park data (26). 

All these results m~e Cygnus X·J a ve1y interesting astrophy~ical object. 

12 



HercUles X-1 : 

Hercules X ·1 is considered to be the prototypical binmy x-ray pulsar. The x-ray flux 

displays peri~dic variations "With time scales of 1.24 s , ~1.7 d and ~ 35 d.The two shorter 
' . 

periodicities are interpreted as being due to rotation and occultation, of an accreting neutron star 

that is located in a close binary system. The unusual3 5 day flux modulation has an x-ray light curve 

that is composed of an 11 day· high intensity state and a 19 day low intensity state that is 

interrupted midway between the 11 da); high state by an intennediate high state (intensity ~40% of 

main high state) of 5 day duration. Hercules X-1 is not a radio source like Cygnus X-3. 
' i ~ • ' 

Pulsed TeV gamma radiation from Hercules X-1 was discovered by the Durham group in . 

1983 at the array in Dugway(27) and subsequently observed by the Whipple observatory . Several 

observations of TeV gamma-ray emission have been reported (28) , One highlight was the 

observation of of a 42 sigma excess ·with the Pachimarhi Cherenkov detector in Aprilll , 1986 in 

India (29). UHE pulsed giunlija-ray emission was first obserVed at the Fly's Eye array 

(JO).,Observations at both PeV and TeV energies· indicate. the possibility that Hercules X·l may be 

characterized by occasional.transient blue-shifted emission of gamma-rays (14). No statistically 

significant long tenn steady PeV radiation from.Hercules X·l has been reported so tar. Results of 

some recent observations are. given in table 1.2.4. 
· Table 1.2.4 

A summary of some recent observation$ for UHE gamma-radiation from Hercules X-1 

May Reference 

KGF EAS array 
( 31) 

Ohya EAS array -
(32) 

D~tabase 

The dat~ was from about 
400 days during 1985·-
1987: 

Five years of data( 1988-
1991) with large muon 
detector had been analy
It?i~. 

Observation 

There is a 2.8cr DC excess vJith a 
zenith angle. cut of >28° but the 

or~ital phase distribution of the 
excess is not uniform. 

A slight muon cut (R11 ~1.0) l!da$ 

made and a 4.2cr excess at the 
pulsar period of 1.236 sec was 
observed. 
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CASA & MIA EAS Data collected during No evidence v~as found for any 
' array. (33) · 1990-1991. exc~ss. 

. GREX EAS array A dat~base of.ov~r 30 No sign for any excess . 
. (34) miiHon events recorded . -

during 1988-90 . 

Odty EAS array A. total of 6.9 x 10s Positive evidence was found for 
(35) events collected during episo~ic emission from the sourc~. 

1984-87. 

HEGRA EAS array During 1989-91 the array No statistically significant excess 
(36) collected ·more than 1 00 was- observed. 

miUion events. 

CYGNUS EAS ~rray Over 200 miiUons ~s No eviqence for any steady or ~po-
(37) events were recorded.- radic emission . 

Vela X·l: 

Vela pulsar is the strongest GeV g•a ray source detected by the COSB satellite . This 

is a massive x-ray binary system. located comparatively close to the _solar system (·--1.9 KPc). It is 

believed to consist of a neutron star and a companion B-supergiant of 24 solar masses; Vela X -1 is 

originally discovered by the UHURU satellite: experiment.It has been extensively studied at x-ray 

wavelenghts. Vela X -1 has a ptdsed period 282.9 s and an orbital period 8.96 d. The orbital motion 
. . . . . 

of the system-is such that the ptdsar is eclipsed for 20% of the total· orbital period of 8.96 d. Being 

located in the southern sky it is acce~sible for observation only from sites in southern latitudes or

near the equator. 

Gannna radiation of UHE from Vela X-1 was first observ~.:~ -by the Bucland Park EAS. 

array in Adelaide (38). The small array of 12 scintillation counters ~as operated at sea level. The 

muon density are not measured by the array.Background was discriminated using the value of age · · 
- . . 

parameter.In the search for a tlux from Vela X-1 only showers withiri 20 of source dir~cti.on and 
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having s>l.3 were selected. These events were folded with the 8.%4 days orbital period into bins 

of width 0.02.In one of the phases (....0.33) there was 8 events where 1.5 are expected. The gamma 

ray flux (>3 PeV) was estimated as 10 ± .3 x 10·4 photons cm·2s·I which implies a lwninosity of 4 

x 1034 erg s·l of the source.Later the observation was supported by BASJE collaboration at Mt 

Chacaltaya after reanalyzing their data collected between 1963·64 (39).At TeV energies Vela X·l 

would appear to be reasonably well established gamma ray source. At PeV energies the evi9ence 

is however not so compelling still now. 

Crab nebula : 

In the year 1054 AD a supernova explosion took place which is well documented in 

ancient Chinese records . The result of this explosion is a supernova remnant. the Crab Nebula. The 

Crab nebula is one of the most studied source ~ high energy astrophysics. 

A 33 ms pulsar (PSR 0531 + 21) was discovered in the remnant by Staclin and 

Reifcnstain. The discoveJY of the the pulsar PSR 0531 + 21 in the :Crab nebula confumcd the· 

connection between Supernova explosions. ~d pulsars and supported the suggestion that pulsars · 

are rotating neutron stars. The Cab nebula is located about 2 KPc away from the solar system. 

First detection of VHE gamma rays from the direction of .Crab nebula was reported by 

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observat01y group (40) after three years of observation.Further 

evidence for the detection of TeV emission ftotn the Crab nebula was reported by Whipple 

observatol)' collaboration (4l).Now Crab is fumly established as TeV ganuna-ray source. 

Using the database accumulated by the Lodz EAS array • Dtikowski et al (42) reported 

first detection of flux of garruna radiations of energy >10 PeV from the Crab pulsar. Support for 

the Lodz identification of the Crab nebula as a UHE gamma-ray emitter came from Fly's Eye 

experiment (43) and also from Tien Shan EAS experiment (44).However th~: serious contlict with 

the Lodz group claiming to have detected the crab nebula as UHE gamma-ray emitter, came from 

the observations at Haverah Park (45).Alexeenko et al (46) first reported the observation of PeV 

burst from the direction of the Crab nebula dtuing the period l4:00 · 19:00 on 23rd Feb ,1989 with 

thqir EAS array at Baksan.Latter TIFR group (47) and Gran-Sasso collaboration (48) reported 

observation of saine PeV transient burst. Though none of the three detections individually 

correspond to transient emission of exceptional intensity however the three independent but 

correlated detection strongly suggest that the etl'ect is real. 
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there is yet no clear _conclusion about the PeV effiission from crab.Because of the. 

importance of Crab nebula as an astrophysical laboratory ,these results must be verified. 

Other potential UHE &anmla·ray sources : 

Besides these sources already discussed ,there exist a small munber of galactic as well as 

extra-galactic objects which have attra~ted the attention of UHE astronomers · in recent 

ye:irs.Several groups have reported ·for positive evidences. of UH£ gamma-ray emission from 

these sources.However the re_sults are yet to be finnly _confinned. Observations relating to a 

number of these sources are summarized here. 

Scomius X·l(SCO X-1): 

This source is a galactic x.ray binary object at a distance of 500 P~. The source is known 

to ~xhibit quasi-periodic x-ray oscillation. Th~te has been a report by Matano et ~ (49) of impul~ive 

emission at PeV ener~es observed in hadron poor showers with the SYS array at Mt. Chacaltaya 

. They have observed a signific31lt excess iq the number of hadron Jess showers arriving from 

· V~ithin 7° of SCO X-1 during May 1986 over time scates of few weeks.In an independent 

eXperiment Ooty group (50) also observed similar kind of excess. These observations indicate SCO 
' . . 

X·l,like Cyg X-3,is emitting PeV radiation Wi~ variable flux over a time period of f~w weaks;No 

significant evidence for ~ontinuous emission at tJHE is observed fro~ SCO X·l till now. 

4l.UH~ ·219: 
0 

· The South Pole Air Shower Experiment(SPASE) has observed (51) a 4.9cr steady excess · 

of events from the dir~ction of 4U 1145 -619 based upon analysis of 9.3 million showers detected 

·between May and Sep 1988. TeV obseiVation of tlus soutce have been made by Durham group 

dwing 198·7-88 (52). The independent TeV and PeV observation of this source appear to suggest 

that 4U 1145 ·619 be considered as a strong candidate of gamma-ray source. 

PSR 1957 +20 : 

· This source is first obseiVed in radio observation made at the Aridbo QbseiVatdty (53) 

which is an eclipsing tiJillisecond binary pulsar. The orbital period is 33000.9 s. The companion star 

is prestunably a white dwarf which is being highly ablated as a result of intense energy tf3llsfer 

· from the pulsar.KGF group rep01ted (54) observation of 53 ~vents against a background ~f 34 

events· amotmting to a J.Jcr signal in the orbital phase interval 0.2-0j "during the period 1984 to 
. . 

1987.The Potchefstroom group have claimed· a steady emission fi·om this source at a 10·~) 
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confidence level (55).0oty group (56) also looked for emission from this object during tqe ~arne 

period (1984-1987) but no excess was fotmd. there is no compcllirig evidence so far that PSR 

1957 .+ 20 is a UHE gamma ray source .. 

Geminga: 

The high energy ganuna-ray sotlrce Geminga (2CG 195 +4) i:~ the second strongest source 

in the COS·B catalog of sources.It was discQvered by the SAS-2 satellite (57). Search for PeV 

radiation from Oeminga is of particularly interest. since. the x-ray md ganuna-ray detections 

indicate that it is similar to the Crab md Vela puls!IJ.Especially appealing for UHE experiments are 

the reported detection of periodicity at TeV energies (58,59). ObserVations with the GRAPES 1 

array at Ooty during 1984-87 has shovm evidence for emission of UHE radiation dtlring on~ week 

interval in Oct 10·16,1986 (60). 

CentatnUs A : 

This extra-galactic object is one of the brightest active radio galaxy located at a distan~e of 

nearly 6 l\1Pc. As :i source this is only visible in the southern hemisphere . Cen A was observed as 

a TeV radiation emitter by the Narrabri observatocy (61). It is also visible in the x-nry region. 

Analysis of three years of operation of the Bucklmd Park at Adelaide shown a slight excess (2.7o) 

in the box containing Cen A tot energies > JPeV (62).JANZOS collaboration (63) have reported 

observation of lll1 excess over background between 14 April1990 and 3 June J990.The duration 

(48 days) arid huninosity (- 1043 erg s·1) of the excess .are similar to observed preVioij$ly from X· 

ray outburst from Cen A. Further study is req\lired to confirm the observation of UHE ~mission· by . .. , 

CenA. 

LMC X-4, M 31 and few other extragalactic objects are ~so vecy appealing for UHE 

experiments. But there have been no reports 9f the detection of PeV gamma-rays from these 

extragalactic objects yet. 

Problems re&ardin& the nature ofUHE radiatiQn. from discrete point sourc9s: 

Even if the sources are accepted as detected , it is not possible to conclude that the 

sources are emitting UHE ganuna rays. Observation of excess flux of EAS was reponed by 

several groups flom the direction of Cygnus X-3 , Hercules X-1 md some other sources. The 

properties of the initiating particles of the detected excess showers are very tightly constrained. 
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The initiating particle should be neutral,stable ,rest mass at most. a few MeV and interacting v~ry 

much like .a nucleon in the atmosphere. Charged particles could not travel such a long distance 
(.,.12kpc) without being det1ected by the galactic magnetic field , neutrons can not survive such a 

long time required to travel such 11 _long distan~e. So UHE gamma photons h11ve to be assumed as 

primaries of such EASs. In the most of the positive· observations ·the excess EASs frop1 the 

direction of Cygnus.X .. 3 .and Hercules X-1 are observed in phase with the ?rbital m9~on of the 

respective systems and it appears that the ex¢ess EASs are due to gamma-ray pho~orts. The main 

indicator of a phot()nic origin for a shower is the relative low muon co1·1tent in that shower. :However 

there are a number of dete~tions of ganumt·t~~Y (?) soijrces in which showers from the ~ource 
direction appear to have high muon content,close to ·that expe~ted for hadron initiated showers. 

Muon content of gamma-ray. initiated showers; 

The first idea of a search for showers initiated by UHE gamma-rays was based on the fact 

thatt~ese showers should contain much fewer muons than nonnal.ones.The muon component in 

hadron initiated showers originate from decay of charged pions created in interactions of hadron 

with the atmospheric nuclei. There are two type~ of process involve in generation of. muons in 

etectroma~etic showers,direct creatioQ of muon pl$'s and photoproduction. The direct prodqction 

of ~+ w pairs by photons is analogous to the creation of e+ e-_ pairs and in the asymptotic case 

of full screening 9fthe nucleus field by the atomic electrons_ 

. cr~+fL-/o9+~- = ( m/m~)2 

which is vecy sm~.In the photoproduction muons are generated through production and subsequent 
decay of pimesons ( 1t± - 1:1±v~ vll) . The cross section for photoprodt.Icti~n is very small compare 

to Bethe-Heitler pair production ( y- e+ e- l cross section.As aresnlt gamma-ray ipitiated showers 

should be muon pOOL Wdowrzyk (2 ) first made detailed theoretical calculation ahd conclud~ that 

muon content in ganuila-ray initiated showers $hduld be more tijan one order of magnitUde lower 
' - ,. 

than that ofnormal showers.Monte carlo simulation results (64,65,66 ) also indicate that th¢ muon 
content shotdd be N 0~ 1 of that of proton initiated showers.From the sirn~lation result Mckomb et al 

. (67) c'oncluded th~t only at energies at'OWld 10'18 e V the photoprocluction will significhntly 
. . 

conti·ibute to the nwnber of low .energy muons.However a .mJmber of experimental evidence · 

· from UHE ganun~·ray obs~rvations of ditl'erent point sources suggest that· gamma-ray. initiated 

EAS's'are no means deficient in muons.Samorski and Stamm :used the Kid array to investigate the 



muon content in the excess· air showers from the direction of Cygnus X-J.A neon hodoscope of 

etl'ecti.ve area 21.5 m2 tmder 880 gcm·2 of Foncrete was used as ·a muon qetector for muons of 

energy > 2 GeV. They reported ( 1 ) that $e muon content at the excess shoWefs from tbe 

djre¢tion of Cygnu$ X-3 is only slightly les~ (6·7 \liQ) than that obtained from a typical proton shower. 

Similar conclusions have been reached by the LQs Alamo~ group (14). SOUDAN (68) ~q NUSEX 

(69) groups reported observations of 4.8 hour modtllation in the flux of high energy muons arriving 

from the direction of Cygnu,s x~J .. On the othdr hand. signals from Cygnus X-3 d;tected by the 

1\keno -group dtuing 1986 d~pend upon the application of a muon pQor cut('70).0hya group (19) 

also observed UHE radiation from Cygnus X-3 on th~ basis of muon poor cut. So it appears at least 

some of the showers from Cygnus X·3 have much Pigher muon conteP.t than expected. Hence the 

situation is vexy co~fusing. 

To resolve the discrepancy severill proposals have been made so far. 

i) Incomplete shielding of the muon detectors· in the· Kiel array allowed some photons 'Pwlch
throu.gh'. 

ti) Tbe observed excess ~AS's was injtiated not by gamma-rays but a new kind of partiCles 

(Cygnet?). 

ili)The cross section for hadtoni~ interaction of photons is increasirig ~ unexpected way With the~ 

energy. 

Stanev et al (71) suggested that some· of the penetrating particles in 'glmliila·induced' EAS 

from Cygnus X-3 observed by the Kiel group using ~ single layer of flash bulbs un~er 88Q gcq1·2 

concret~ may be 'punched-through' photons rather than muons.However they concluded that only 

30% of the muon density might be explained in terms of 'punched through' photons assuming an 
'. 

overall detection eflici~ncy for ganuna~rays of 40,% for the neon flash bulbs. 

· · Several authors (72;73 ;74) proposed tQat the experimental data r~quire the introduction of 

a new particle. Th~ properties of the initiating particles of the ~etected exce_ss showers are v~ry 
tiwtly constrained as discussed above. The Los Alamos experirpent li~~ seen a signal from Hercules 

X· 1 having a period of 1.24 s .Further the showers came in bursts and arrival time within each burst 

has periodicity that is characteristics of the period of Hercuii)s X-l.'fhis periodicity restricts the rest 

mast of the particle within few IvleV.If the neutral particles are not photons then such low mass 

particles should have been seen at accekrat.ors. 
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One possible explanation of the phenomena would be that the cross section for hadrohic 

interaction of phOtons is increasing with the~ en~rgy. Exc¢pt for the differences in the magnitude 

of the cross-section • the photon-hadron elastic and inelastic reactions behave very similarlY tQ the 

~orresponding pion-hadron reactions at accelerator energies. This behavior can be well explained 

by theoretical model known as flector Meson Dominance model of photon. The moq~l assumes 

that photons interact with hadrons by first ~banglng into neutral vector mesons p0, w0 , ~o ,~,j.P 

etc. Then the vector mesons that. are created int~ract with ·the hadrons. The model is usefiil in 

explaining the experimental photon-hadron interactions data. On the basis of the model BcZJukov 

(75) approximated the energy dependence of the cross-section of photo-absorption of re~ photon 

by proton which is given by 

o'l'P (s) = 114.3 + 1.647ln2(0.0213 s) llb 

where s is substituted in GeV. The photo-nuclear cross-section is in general extrapolated at th~ air 

shower energy 4sing the above or similar expressions and used to predict the muon content in a 

EAS initiated by a ganuna-ray photon ofpritn!j.ly enel'gy IOl4 eV or more.But it may happen that 

ganuna-rays have llllexpectedly high photo-nuclear inteaction cross· sections. A possible 

mechanism for that has been given by Drees and Halzen (76). According to them gluon structure 

of high energy photons can be the origin of larg~ photoproduction cross section. Wdowczyk and' 

Wolfandale (77) have studied the consequences of adopting this hypothesis for EAS. They found 
. . .. 

no experipental objection against the validity of the hypothesis and in certain cases the descrippon 

. of the experimental data is even better.Howcver still at energies ·10'4 ·to 1016 ~'J 'the. 

photoproduction cross section will remain very tnuch small than that of pair production and a~ long 

as cross section of photoproduction is very much less than that of pair production the basic 

features of ganuna-ray initiated showers will be unaltered (78). Recent HERA (79) results 

demonstrated that 100 TeV gamma ray initiated shower~ should In fac't be muon poor: 

The shower 1 age' is another possible distinguishin~ feature between ganuna-ray initiated 

showers and hadrohic showers. Though a number of authors opposed this idea. 
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Shower 'a~e' in g~:HB¥ initiated showers : 

The shower' age' parameter, s,is used ~o characterise the shape of the lateral distribution of 

photon-electron component in EAS.It is usuii1 to fit tbe s:mie fonn oflateral distribution to ~ EAS's 

without regardiPg the nature of the primary particle. Showers that develop early irt the atmosphere 

have on the av~rage larger ;age' than late develop~g showers of equaJ primary (mergy. Tqe energy 

in an electromagnetic cascade, as it penetrates the atmosphere is attenuated much faster (radiation 

length 37grncm·2) than' that in a nuclear·el~ctromagnetic cascade in which the epergy is carried 

forward througp the relatively stable hadrons (interaction length ~-80 gmcm·2). So it was thought 

that gamma-shower would look ml_lch older than nonnal showers. This philosophy was · :j.dqpted in 

munbers of obs~IYations and also worked in marty of those cases. The Kiel Group observed (1~ that 

the sign:il from Cygnus X-3 only in the high (.1.1) 'age' snowers.Ooty group (13) obtaine~ ~ 3.4v 

. excess in the Cygnus X-3 clirection only when a cut is made at s>I.4 (rejecting 66 %of the data). 
' . ' 

By selecting showers of age >1.3 an excess over background of .J.s" o is observed by the MSU 

group(SO) .The Adelaide group (38) made a sbnilar 'age' cut and· found the signal from vda X·L 

However no 'age' cut was used in the successful search QY the Haverah Park group (11) for 

evidence ofUHE emission from Cygnus );'w3. 

Fenyves (81) from his simulation results opposed the idea of makillg 'age ~ut' to 

discriminate gamPJ.a·inducQd showers from normal showers. HiLi~s (82) and Chew·1g and 

Macke own (83) Qlso reached at sinillar conclusion from their monte carlo simulation re~ults. Thus 

making 'age cut' to ditl'erentiate gamma-ray initi;Ited showers from illfge background Of hadron 

initiated showers is a controversial question. 

Thus a serious problem regarding the nature of the ptinl:uie~ of the observed excess EASs 

from the discrete point sources arises. 
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lJ Aim of the p~t§tl\t work : 
The aiih of the pr~sent work is twofold 

i) an investigati9n on the muon component and electro-magnetic component of the EAS tq study 

the nature of the iniijating prim:IJY p'artict'es of the excess extensive air showers from the ditection 

of celestial point S\)UfCCS as obseived by several EAS groups. 

il) a search for celestial discrete UHE sources ~Y the EAS teclmique. 

As dfscussc:d in the previous section the nature of the raqiation emitted by several obse,ved 

discrete~ point sources is very conft1sing. lJHE ganuna. photons are assumed as primliries of 

such EAS but the ex~e~s EAS did not have th~ photonic. signature. The muon content of the excess 

showers found to be comparable with that· of the nonnal show~rs ·and Ulose showers are 

characterised by high shower 'age' value.Sinc~ shower 'age' represents a measure of the lon@tudinal 

development of the EAS and mupn number does not change nn~ch with the atmospheric depth 3tter · 

the maximum dev~lopment of shbwer reaches while shower sL::e decreases rapidly With tM incr~ase 

of shower 'age' there is a probability that' the high muon content of the observ¢d excess showers 

from point sources is due to high shower 'age' value. Considering this. possibility the variation of the 

ratio muon densitY to particle density with s~ower age at particutar radial distance from tlie shower 

core for a fixed shower size will be ~ttldied. 

·Monte car·lo shmdat.ion rcstdts (1.2,3 ) show that 'ages' for garrtina-ray iiri~at~d showers are 
nearlY same as that of charged cosrttic ray initiated show~rs though in many obserVation~ it is found 

that ~he signal from different discrete sources is cot1tained only in high 'age' showers.In most ~f the · 
. ' ' 

obsei''ations the EAS from point sources. were observed , at large angles duting most of the 

observation time due to high angle of transit of the sources ~t the arrays. With the increase of zenith 

angle' the atmospheric thickness incteases • so it may happen that tbe high 'age' values of th~ excess 

showers· from the direction of point sources is due to high zenith $1~e of the showers. Tftking this 

possibility into qmsideration a v~ation of shower 'age' with z~nith an~e will be e~:Unined. 
The present situ~tion oftne observation of the discrete UHE sources is also very confUsmg 

as discussed in the last section.A munber of observations indicate the presence of UHE t~diation 

from some poin~ sources while negative evidences :tre also reported.ltritial observations iQdic:ite a 

steady t1t!X of~AS from th~ direction of Cygmts X-3 and few other som:ces.;aut most Oftp~ teqent · 

. .. observations tm~ble to detect such emissions, Some of the observations reported the nature of the 
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emission as sporadic. The flux of emission of radiation from the point sources, particularlY frpm 
" . . ... 

Cygnus X·3 is rieported to change by considerable ~ount during last fifteenyears. The Cygnus X· 

J is appeare~ as a variable sQurce. To clearly understand the nature of emission frotn these sources . . . ' . . 

it is necess:uy to observe the potential tmE po~t source-s by a large ntmiber of EA$ arrays spread · 

over the surface· of the earth .The NBU EAS array is capable Oatitude 26.7° ) t9 observe the 

potential UHE poitit sources of northern hemis~~ere Uke cygnus· X-3 • H~rcules X·l , ·Cr~b ~e~ula 

etc ve~ effectively.fu the ptesent investigation a search has been carried .out to obs~rve contmu.bus 

emiss,ion of-UHE ta~ation from four potentiall)HE sources · Cygnus X~J , Hercules X·l,Crab · 

nebula and Genlinga. The emission offlux ftom cygnus X-3 and lt~rcules X·d that h~s b¢en 

observe~ preViously· as modulated by the orbit~ periods of the respective' objects wQich are necp-ly · 

4.8 h for Cygnus ~-3 and L7 day for Hercules X•l has been ree~amined .. 
. . ' . 
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*** Chapter 2 ***. 



2.1 Experimental Set;up : 

Extens1ve ()ir shower (EA.S) is ap uniqu~ means forth~ study of co~mic rays qf eq~rgies 

greater than 1014 eV. From the fifties the study of extensive air showers usit1g l¥ge !mif:Ys of 

particle detector P&S been ~ade for the interest of high energy physics in the region pot accesst~le in 

accelerators and also for the study of the char~ctetistics of primary tdtr~ high energy (l1H;E) cosmic 

rays. Since the convilicing cliscovel)' of UBE gamma radiation from Cygnus X·3 ~y the Kiel ~oup 
air shower array~ are extensive~~ used in the search for point sources of cosmic rays. 

The air sho\\·er initiated by a costnic ray particle or a gamqm ray photon in the energy 
range lo14 to 1016 ¢onsist of aQout 104 to 106 particles at sea ~evel. The particles present irt an 
EAS may be classified into three groups, electromagnetic component or soft component which 

consists of electrons,positrons and photons, muon component and hadrbnic compoilertt. The 

particles of the electromagnetic and mttort components are spread over a large area With density of 

particles decreases rapidly as the radial distarice from the shower core increases. The showet front 

can be sampled Y~ith a large number of partiqle detectors regularly spread over a wide distance 

range. 

The NBU EAS artay : 

The small air sho\\·er array at North Bengal University campus (latitude 26042' N. 

longitude 88021' E, 150m a.d., atrnospheri~ depth 101~ g.cm·Z), INDIA, operat~tg since 1982. 

At present it is comppsed of nineteen pl~stic sc4Jtillation ~.:ounter, eacp of area O.i5 m2, tor the 

measurement of den~ity of electronic componeru of air d10wer, eight fast timing cqurit~rs to 

detennine the anival dire~~on of primary cosmic ray particles apd two magnet spectrographs of 

maximmn detectable mom~nnun 220 GeV/o. The scintillation cottnters are arr~g~d in a radial 

S)1IllTietric patem &rotmd the centre of the anay "'ith a spa~ing of about~ m near the array centre 

and a spacing of about 16m at the ydge of thlf anay. The plan of the :utay is sho~n in fig ;u.l . 
The total area covereq by the array is ~bout 1600 lll2. The anay is design,ed tO observe showers of 
energies 1014 - to17 eV. Timing infonnations are obtained from eight fast timing detectors, four of 

them located near the centre of the array while the rest four are placed at the edge of the array. 

Two magnetic spectrographs . each of an are~ 0.5 m2 ,lmder a tow;rete shieldirtg absorber are also 
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operated in conjunction \'lith the :llr shower array for the study of muon component of EAS. 

Electron density d~tectors : 

In the NBU air shower experiment plastic $cintillation cotmters are used as particle detector 

for obtaining the detlsity inforn1ation ofth~ soft component of the EAS. In Qach detector~ 50 em x 

50 em plastic ~cint¥1ator ¥~ith thickness 5 cm is housed in a pyramidical light tigh~ endqs~r.e made 

by galvanized iron sheet and viewed from be\ow by a photomultiplier ( Plillips XP 2050 I J)Urnont 

6364 I RCA 5819 ) from a vertical distance qf about 39 em (Fig.2.1.2). The inher surfaces Qf the 
enclosure .are painted with high reflection etTiciency material composed of Titanium dioxid~ (Tio2) . 

The photomultiplier tubes are operated in the voltage range 850 · 1200 volt. Different voltages have 

to~applied to ditTeteht counters to ensure that the single particle pulse height in different col~hters are 

nearly same. The detectors were calibrated for cosmic ray muons. this was done by placing each 

scintillation cotmter within a telescopic arrangement of three GM cotmters , twq of \fhi~h were 

placed above thtt d~tector with their axis mttt:ually perpendicular to each other and the third GM 

cotmter was placed below the detector. the variation in the detecting etliciency of the scintillation 

detectors from the centre of the dete~tor to its edge fotmd small (< 8 %) ,probably due to small size 

ofthe detectors. 

Fast timin~ detectors 

Fast furting system is one of the important part of the NBU air shower array b1 l)rder to 

detel111ine the anival direction of ptimary cosmic ray and to invrstigate the characteristics of EAS at 

various inclinations. Eight tinling detectors ant employed· in the NBU ruray to get th~ tin!ing 

information of sqower front. The shape and ~ize of the scintillator and the enclosure of these timing 

detectors are th¢ s~ne as electron density detectors. But Philips fast photornulti.pUet tt19es (XP 

2020, rise time -·1.5 ns) are used inste~d of relatively slow photomQltipliers(rise tirhe ., 2Q • 30 ns) 

used in the electron density detectors. These pbotornultipier tubes are operated ~t nega~v~ voltages 

of 2000 ·· 2200 volts to minimise the hoise generated from the high voltage power supply. 

The magnet spectrographs ; 

T\vo ma~1etic spectrometen are operated in conjtmction with the N'eU BAS array to study 
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the muon component of the: EAS. The spcctrogrqph$ consistsof a ~olid iron magnet in betwc~n four 

neon t1ash tube trays. The solid iron is built by pl~t:$g 80 low carbon content steel plat~s (180 ctn ~ 

125 em x.l.25 em) .ha\-ing a rectangular hole (35 em x 19 cni) at the c~ntte, 9ne above apothet

The height of the iron yoke of the spectrometers (the niaxi!pum path .of 3 muon in magnetic field) \s 
1 m. the magnetic Induction in iron is B = 16-R.gs. To filter out the. electromagnetic component t11e 

spectrograph is shielded by concrete absorber.Additionallead absorber of about 5 em thickness is 
placed above the top tray of the neon t1ash tubes to· increase the absorbing capapllity of tHe 

electronic component. The solid iron magnet itself acts as a absor~er . ·As a result the lower ettergy 

cut-otT for the inciddnt particle is set at 2.5 GeV.The neon tlash tubes are placed in a hodoscopic 

arrangement which are use~ as muon track detectors. Two na~h tube trays arc placed aboye each 

magnet while two ;rre placed bdo\v in such a w:zy that if a muon is detected by the system then tijc 

muon have to pas~ through all the four neon tube hodoscope. The accuracy of lpdating ~ muon 

trajectory is within± 0.14 em. Four cameras are used fot recording th~ mtioh trajectories from ~ne 

tlashes of the muon tubes. The ninon energy is detemlined on the ba~is of mtlbn ~efleQtidn ln 

magnetic field. The magnetic spectrographs limit the zenith angJe of acceptance of the ijicident 

muons to a few degrees from the vertical. The det;riled of the spectrograph is available in (1 ). 

Da.ta Acqtrisition Sy$tetll : 

Data acqtrisltioll sy~tc:m is an ess¢uti:tJ patt of ~IY EAS array. ln the: NBU .setup data 

acquisition system plays a very impottru1t role. lt first selects UII air shower event and when ilt1 air 

shower event occurs it records the e~·ent time ,the density inforination in each parti~le detector and 

timing infom1ation in each t~st tilning cotmter, It also records the mijon trajectopes irt magnetic 

spectrographs if spectrographs detect muons in coincidence with the air shower trigger. The ~hole 

data handling system may be divided into four main parts, a EAS s~lecqon syst~m (cojn~itlettce 

circtrit) • timing data hanqling system, density d:lt~ handling syst.en} and muon dat.a nartdling ~)'~tern. 

l.EAS selection syste~ : 

In the present experiment ail air show~r event is selected only when a rnininiurh of four 

particles pe.r 5quare meter 41Cident ~it!Iin 50 ns in each of the four tiiggering detectors located )1ctrr 

the centre of the anay. An EAS sdection or trigger circuit is med to generat~ a fast trigg~r pulse 
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whenever the aniving shower satisfy the shower selection cqteria. 

2. Timing data handling system : 

The output pt~ses from the all first timing detectors are brought to the confOl room which 

is located near the centre of the artay by mdans of neatly equal length co;uiai eables (RG 58) . 

Then these pulses are given to a Lecroy fast qiscriminator (Lecroy oct~ disctirninator.62J B). The 

width of the dis~r4nffiator output pulse is adju~ted to 50 n~ which ensore that a coipcidepce always 

takes place bet:We~n tinnng pulses frohl tout cental detectors when a shower having size greater 
" than th~ threshold size:~incident within the etTe~tive area.of the array. the bias of th~ di~drjripnator 

is set at half particle level. The fast disciminat~r outputs are given to a fast coincitlence crreHit. and 

this coincidence output pulse is used as the start pulse for th~ eight channel Lecroy tDC modules ( 

Lecroy 2228 A ) . Outputs of the each discrirnimttor channel is delayed by 172 t~et RG 174 cables 

(total delay nearly 258 ns) and these delayed pulses give the individual TDC stop. Fro~ tli~ TDC 

data the relative arrival times of the shower partiCles at various points ~e obtained. 

3.Density data han~~ system: 

From each particle density counters essentially the pulse height informapon is 

obtained.Kno~ing av~rage single particle pulse height the number of ~harged particles traversing the 

cotmter can be c~culated. To di~tis~ the an~oglle pulses carrying the information of ~barged 

particle density in EA.S at various points a WltktnsoJJ t)"Ve Analogue to l)tgitaL Convertor ( ADC ) 

(2) is used. 

The output pulses from each patticle detector are brought to the main cotltfpl roorn· ¢rough 

RG-58 co-axial cables using pre:unplifiers fihich sit below the photomultipliers of the scintillation 

counters. These pr~~plifier outputs are amp~fied in the control room and fed to the Sample and 

Hold (S/H) (3) c~ctdts. The sample and hoLd circuit holds the peak of the pulse nortnally for about 

J jm by chargipg a capacitor. r\t the· end of J PM.s duratiou the capacitOr is disch~·g.cd ari(f the S/JI 

circuit is ready to accept the nr;xt event. Whel1ever an air shower hits the array and the trigger 

condition of the array is met a master nigger pulse is generated. This master pulse triggers the 
' I . 

Master Control Unit (.MCU) of the data handling syst~m which in tum generates a set of 

instmctions.It give.s a hold command to all the SIH circuits , switches otT the input data lin~s by 
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analogue switches and triggers the ADC progranune circuit ~irnultaneously. Thr; mtister puis~· \s also 

used for the veto of the coi11cidence circuit. The veto is ¥~1thdrawn oQly atlcr th¢ r~cording Of the 

~vent time ,the timing informations and the density informations. According to the. instruction the 

sm circuits hold~~ illpttt infonnations at that instant till the the hold comm~d is withdrawn. Now 

the ADC programme mrit connects all (he qutput pulses of the SfH cir~uits by an ~~Qgue 
multiplexer to the Ape system one aftet anqther. It first selects the first cq~Um~l of the ~alogue 

multiplexer and connects it to the ADC system for digitization of the analowe pulse . Ottce the 

conversion. is over Uie digitised output pf APC is read in~o the Qiemory ttnit. Next the second 

channel of the· analogue multiplexer is sele~ted and the s3111e process repeat. The tQbil rime 

required to scale tU1 the density chanpcls is ;~bout 8 ms. After the storage of all the deilsity 

info~ation for r the de11sity detectors in memory Unit these data are transf~e4 to the Printer for 
prmtmg on a paper tape. 

4Jvivon data handling system: 

For the ~etec~on of muons a telescopic ap-angement of scintillation counters are used. Each 
I 

spectrogr~phs tulit is placed in between the two scintillation cotmters . When a muoq passes tl1rough 

the telescope a two fold coipcidence pulse is gener\lted. If this twofold coincidenc~ puls~ dFcdrs in 
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· coincidence \\ith the air shower trigger a high voltage pulse of about 4.5 KV/cm of rise tim.c .75 tro.s (~J 

is applied to the aluminmn electrodes placed be~·een the layers of the Neon flash tu~es v.ithin the 5 

1m of the passagd of the muon. In the intluence of the lrigh energy muon that pass~s thtough the · 

spectrographs the2.N~~n nash tubes on its trajectory are:\onised and· glow with the appQFatiort of 

lrigh voltage pulse.Fot~ cap1~ras are used for recording the muop tr&je~tory from the flashes of the 

Neon tubes. 

All the detectors of tne array and t~e data handling system are monitored qail)-· and 

sequentially. 

Modenrisation and extension of the e~stihg NBtJ array has beert compl~ted . ~ the 

present form the old data handling system is replaced by a fast romputer interfaced ~ata handl~g 

system. The accuracy in measurement of event time has been improv;:d a lot .Computer hlrrd disks 

and tloppy disks arc now mcd instead of paper tape as storage device ofthe EAS events. 



2.2Data treatmrdt and a11~ysis: 

Rec~rdqd EAS e\·ents are analysed to obtain astrophy~ical and nuclear rlry~i(;al 

infonnations associated \Vith the EAS data. The~e are a munber of observable shower par~hqters 
which provide various infom1ation abotlt the primary cosmic rays and ab()ut the shower 

development.Es~1ation of shower parameters is a necessary pn!lirhinary in shower l$aly~is. In the 
, I 

current analysis th~ following routine for estimation of shower pfifameters has been used. 

1. Initial estimaqon of anival direction ofslwwer~~ 
2. Estimation of fom basic shower parameters viz.. core location (x0,y0! ,shower ~ize (Nt:> and 

shower age parameter(s). 

J.Re-estimation of the arrival an~e of sho,Ver considering the shower front curvature jlnd the 

thickness of the shower disk. 

Muon data ;rre analysed s~parately. 

Showers are selected for the current analysis if they have 

( i ) core location '.~'ithin thirty meter from the array ~enter (approxilnately the array bo1.1ndary) 

( ii ) at least five d~te¢tors with particle density greater than four per sqtiare meter 

and ( iii) at least fpttr timing me:is1.1femeqts of the shower front. 

!.Estimation of arrival an~les of incident EAS : 

An exact qetenninatiqn of aniyal ·direction of shower~ is important to identify th~ ultra hlgh 
energy point soutces. The accuracy of the arrival angle detenninatioq mainly dep~nds on the 

capability of accurat~ measurement of the relative anival times of the shower parti¢les. The 

tmcert~ty in the tinting mcasmement causes Uy several factors • time sprea~s of the shower 

particles in the sho\ver disk. curvature 9f the shower front .Instrumental uqcertainty of t~e time 

measuring instnunen~s ,time oft'sets etc. 

Instmmentaltmcertalrtcy in timing meastrrement : 
'I' ' ' I 

Due to ~1e ~te precision of ~e time rne&surlng instruments used in making tbci artival 

time measurements of the shower particles !ill tmqertainty is introdu~ed ~ the final dire~tidnal 

results. This irtherent uncertainty is kno~'T! as Instrumental uncr.rtainty and is un irrm.ortant 
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parameter in the directlomll study.In the present experiment the Instminental uncert$ty is 

measured in the folloWing way. 

The fast timing detector t~der study is plaqed above anotll~r f~st tftning sqln~atiop 

detector thus fonning a telescope. -Coin~idence is taken betv~eeh the twq d¢teetors ;md this 

coincidence pulse is used to start ~he TDC. The pulses fro1h tlie individual dctactors are fed into 

Discriminator and the output pulses of the Discriminator are given same amount of ca~le dela,y·. 
These delayed pulses are used to stop the individual ch3IU1els of th~ TDC. If tp is t~~ time 

recorded by the detector under study wijen a particle passes t~ough the telescope , t0 i~ the time 

measured by the other fast detector of ~he telescope for the same ,event ~d d is the vertical 
distance between th~m then in ideql cases the QUantity 8 = td - t0 + d/c shoUld ~e zero but in 

practice only the average of s for a large numbet of observations is appeii:Fedi~"be nearly zero. A · 

distribution is fo\med for the quantify S which is shown in fig 2.2.1 . The standard deViation c for 

the Gaussian fitting of this distribl1tion gives th¥ uncertainty in the arrival time m~asutement, Since 

the uncertainty for two dete~tors combine ( qtladritically ) in the estimation of c the tmc~~$ty in 

the timing measurement for a single detector is o / 2·5 which is in the present c~se 1.22 ± .OJ ns. 

Time offsets of the time measuring instnunents: 

There Q'Iay Qe a finite but constant cfitTerence in the actual time of arrival of a shower 

p:nticle in a fast timing detector and. the measur~d time by the detectqr. This ditTer~nce in lin1e is 

known as time otTset of the timing detector, The amotmts of offsets are different for different time 

measuring instnt~ents: Since the actual anival times of shower partides are necess:ny to 9btain 

tmc arrival direction of showers. t~Ic measured times have to be corrected for t~c time dtT~cts 

before they are used for the directional analysis. The anival din:ction of an air stlowet event is 

nonnally detemrin.ed by the fast tinling technique. Using this techrrique the atrivaJ dire~tiom arc 

practically detemrinetl by the relative anival times of the shower particles on e~ch ·fast timing 
I 

detector. So only th~ telative time o ft~etp between the different tinting instmments are necessary', 

not the actual tjn1e offsets of the instnunettts.During the experiment ditTerent yoltages have to 

applied to phomultipliers of the different fast tinting detectors. This causes ditTerent photomul· 

tiplier transit time in ditTerent detectors. there may be a small ditTerence in the respon~e thpe of 

the scitillators :tndlor photomultipliers of the d~tYcrent detectors. A small ditTerence in cable delay 

bet\veen ditlerent channels may exist due to uneqt1al cable length (wt*h is obviously very small) 
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or any manufactl.uing ditTerences of cables. There might be a small differenc~ in electr~nic 

propag~tion delay between ditTerent. time measvring channel. These factors are resppnsiplr: for the 

relative time otl'sets of the time measmipg instnunents. In the present experiment the relative time 

otlsets are detennilled in tho following way. 
Suppose tj is the tn1e anival tirrie of a snower particle in the ith. detectQr. Titne re$pon~e 

delay of the detector,electronic propagation delay , cable delay etc .c~uses a totl!l toi fulo~t of 

delay' so that time measured by the detector will be tmi = tj + tOj . Here tQj is the true owe offset 
of th~ ith time m~asurlng in$tn~ent.Sinilla.rly time measlired by tlie j~ detector w~ be tmj ::= tj + 

tOj. 

Therefore 

toi · toj is the relative time otlsets between th~ ith and jth timing insqilmertts. The summation of 

the quantity tmj • tmj is taken fqr ·a l~ge number 9f ~vents. For a large pum~et of events the 

quantity ~ ( ti · tj ) should vanish provideq the observed events have azimuthal isotropy (which is 

expected because of the highly isotropic nature of the cosmic rays) .. Hence fot each paif of 

detectors we get 

l: (to· " to·) = l: (tm ... tm.) 
I .\ · I .\ 1 

or (to • to • tin·) = 0 I J 1J , 

where tm = 1/n l: ( tm. - tm ) 
lj I j 

n is the total number of ~vents cbnsidered. There are eight such equatiof!.s for eight dFtedors. . . 

Solution of these t;qt~ations gives tl1e relative time offsets between ditTerent detectors. 

Initial estimation of EAS direction ; 

Initial estimation of sllO'.ver direction is fot41d by a tinweighted least square fit of 11 plape 

shower ftont to the timing data. If a detectpr is not fired in a shqwer event it will rti~¢ no 
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contribution to the ~~culation of the shower ditdctions. the plan~ show~r front is @vert by 

I Xi + m Yi + n z\ + c ( ti • t0 ) = 0 1 

where Xi. Yi. Zi are th~ coordinat~s ofth~ ith detector. t~ is' the arrival time of a shower patticlc on 

the ith detector, tm,n are the Qirection cosines a)lo t0 is a reference titne which is actUally the. tiine 

of arrival at a fictitious detector at the origin i;>f the coordinate system. The direction cosiq~s are 

constrained by th~ relntion 

The quantity 

where the: stunm~tion Is over all the detectors producing time inforrqatiQQ of the shower ~ont for 
that particular event, is InininUsed to determine the free parameters 1, m, n and t0 . Th~ Wi's are the 

weight factors all of which arc taken 1 in the ir#tiiil estimation of shower direction. The condjtiqns of 
minimization of 12 with respect to 1. ~. n and t0 are giv~n ~Y · . 

' ') I ~· 0 ;sx~ ' u10 = . 

Solution of these equations along with the constrained condition of direction cosines (eqil. no, a ) 
gjves the values of i, m, n and t0 41 terms of spatial coordmate5 · :' !h'e timing detectors and t~e 

' 
arrival times of the shower particles at ditTerent detectors . Tl. iSured anival times of the 
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shower particles are coiTected for the offset qf the corresponding detector before analysis of 

arrival direction. tqus the direction cosines and bene~ zenith angle (z) and azimuth~ ande (A) of 

each shower event is ·detemlined. 

2. Deternlination of shower parameters : 

Estimatiqn of basic shower parametets is a necessary. preliniiti!)Jy in shower analysis. The 
shower core (x0 , y0).shower size (Ne) ruid shower age partimeter (s) are n.ortnally treated tis basic 

shower parameters. the shower core is a point in the shower plan~ havthg maxirpurn shower 

particle density . The shower. size gives the tot~ number of shower partiqles pte sent in th¢ s4ower 

at the observatiph level and the sn~wer age pilr4t11eter describe the lon~tu.din~ derelop~~qt of 

electromagnetic cascatle. Since JT1ost of the shower particles are ele~tron apd ph<)tons , bijsio 

shower parameters ar~ deterrrtined by the electromagnetk comp9nents . Th~re is no direct way Qf 

determination of tl"fese shower par~eters. These parameters are usuaUy e$timatpd in an ~ditect 

way by fitting the experimentally opserved ~bower p~cle densi*s to a lateral disttibti~on funetioq 

( ldf) of shower p$ticles. T~us ldf offue soft ~omponent of the EAS p~ays a v~ry jmportant told in 

the study of cosmie ray air showers. Th~ shape of the distribution is ~lso import~t by its. elf since 

it gives infonuatioq ~b~ut the U1od~l of shower developrnent.So knowledge of tl).e ldf of t~e sQft 

component of the EAS is a prerequis~te for ijle llJlalysis c f showers d.etected with stintill~tion 

cotmters. 

Ditl'erent aut~ors propose~ different ftmctional fotms of the lateral distrlbutipn Qf the 

eiectromagnetic corpponent of EAS bqt till now there is no one functional fonn Of g~netal 
I • i . 

acceptance.Basic an~chl work irt thi$ fiQld ~s dqe to Moliere(!) .Hqwever Mollere pjstributioh is 

only applicable 11ear the m:ixilnHm d~veloprt~eqt of the cas~ade. :Wisbimura and J(afuata (2) 

extended the earlier Yiork and obt:llned a disqibuqon for all stages of developi:n~nt. Greisen (~) put 

forward an empirical relation representing the Nishimura and Kamata distribt~tion wlrlch is th~ well· 

known NKG ftmctlon anq is ~ven by 

p ( r) = c( s) N8 ( r/r m ) 5 · 2 ( 1 + r/r m ) s · 4 5 
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where p (r) is the qensity of shower particles at radial distance r from the snower cor~ . s is the 
shower age p:U':Uilr.:tei" , N e rc:!>resents the shower size, r111 is thr.: Moliere radi~~s and t(~) i~ the: 

nonnalisation constant which is given by 

c(s) = 1/(27tJ m2) rt4.5- s)/{r(s) f(4.5·- 2$)} 

The NKG fimcqon has been wide~· used ill the anal}·sis of electron density dat~ of ajr snowers. 

However for s~ver:il years~ a· munber of authors has pointed out that the NKG function do~s not 

give a good description of the electron lateral distribution of iiir showers. Now tl}~r~ is consensu~ 

among the researchers of the field that the coiTect lateral distiibutiCin is subst~tially n~qtow~t than 

the NKG ftmd:ion: _J3ut t}le NKG fimction as a Whole seems bqtter thah the other lateral qistribution 

fimctions in intetpreting the expetim~ntal dat~. !vi ore over most of the cosmic ray gtou~s $-e using 

NKG function to malyse their :ili showet d~ta in cqnnection with the ·search fqr tTl¢ radjation 

from discrete point sources. To doinpate th~ results of tbe pr~sent ¢xperi.fnent with th~ results of 

other EAS expedm~nts it is necessruy to usc the same lateral distribi1~bn function ~f qle~trOT!S for 

estiination of the shower parameters. So considering the above factots, in the present analysis we 

use NKG function as later;ll stmcture fimction for electronic comportept of air show~rs. 

The main parameters of indhidual EAS were detennined using a computer. the d~mity· 
intormations of sl\ower patticlcs at ditTerettt dete~tors are obtain~d from the t\J)C readings. The 
shower par:unet~rs i,e, the core lo~ation (x0,y0) , shower age (s) and shower s~d(Ne) h~ve been 

detennined by n1iniirtising a weighte4 chi• sqUare ( 7} ) wllich is defined as follows 

where 11°1 is the dbserved density in the ith particle detector which is related to the corresponding 
A.DC reacting Dt by the relation 

Aj is the area of the ith detector and Cj is th~ cailibration fahor obtained from the sin~e particle 

pul_se height h1ell5urement. t} 1 is the expected fknslty in the ith detector which is ~al~lllat¢d by 
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substituting the ¢sti,rtlated shower parameters in the NKG ftmction &Qd \Vi ls ~e st~tistic~ Weight 

f&ctor which is t~en ~s 

The condition of minimisation of l2 with respect. to sho:wer parameters is given by 

where i = l to 4 apd Qi 's are four shower panurteters. The above equaijons are Qighly rwtl lirtear 

and difficult to solve analytically. S.o indepetldent estnnation pf the shower parameters ~e not 

possible from the a~ove equations. Hence an iterative procedure is applied to estiin&te the 

parameters. An iterative process ol determining the shower parameters is to adjust the value of 

shower parameters stich that the value of x2 Qecomes minimum. In the present an;Wsis the ql.laJitity 
I , 

t2 is minimised by using the standatd methoq of steepest descent and the values of x0 , Yo , s :md 

N e for each shower are detenpineQ. 

Stuqy on shower &ont curvatvre : 

It is weU knoWI) ~at the le~ding p;uii,cles in the shower fro,nt db not lie on a p~anc~ aitd the 

tin1e spreads of th~ shower particles in the shower froQt inc~eases with core distances (4). I)ue to 

the ne;rrly cone like shape _of the shower front q system~tic inclin~tion of the fitted shower d~ecrion 

is expected if the shower front is appro;Wnate~ by a plane and if s:unpling of the time inforrnatiop 

are not systematic around the shower core. ShoWer disk thiclrne~s is also a function of the core 

distance and as a result the spre~d of the time distribution increases with core djstance.In the 

present experiment ~ attempt has been mad9 to deteripine the shower front aUI'Vature and the 

variation of time spr~ads of the shower parti'cles in the shower front with core dist~ces the 

following method. 

A preliminary arrivtll direcpon of the shoWer is deterrnilied by fitting an unweighted plane 

to the arrival time of sho~·~r particles of those detectors which ~e ~vithin 15 rn from the shower 

· ~or~ provided number of such detectors in the shower eve11t are at least fcnp-. Tltf plane 

approximation of the show~r front may be lfsed for small core distances. The deviation of arrival 
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times from the pl:$d front for the tetna4ting dete~;tors are calculate(,{ and the m~an measured 

delays of the shower p~cles at dit1erent core di~t~ccs arc ~stimateq, The IDClffi 1elays fiotn the 

plane approximation of the shower front as a tl.mction of core d~stan•:o~ is shown m tjg ~.2.2 . It i~ 

fotmd that the tne:m deviation increases with the fucrease of core distance. consistent with the 

results of the HaVerah park group (4) and the tnonte carlo sirmliation tesults of Hilla~ (5) , ~ut the 

observed v¥iation is not very smooth. This is probably because a small. munber of timing-d~tectors 

are used in the prqsent experiment to get the tiruing jnfonnation of shower particles. The \;~ation 

can be expresse~ by~ line.ar telation.ofthe typ~ 

dt =·a r + ~ 

The least squares fit of the results ~o a sttaight line gives the value of a= 0.19 and c = ·2.12 . 

The r.m.~. de0ation of artiVal tii~es with the core dist:tnce is shoWn in fig 2.2.3 tor two 

ditTerent shower sizes. It is observed ~13t th~ tune spread increa,ses Y.ith the irlcfease of core 

distance but dectea,ses with the increase of shower size. The observed spread is con1pareJ with the 

Linsiey's fonmJa (~) (a dashed line in the ng 2. ) Which is given by 

with C0 = 2.6 ns ,rt = 30 m and b = 1. 5 , n is the num~er of pruticles tluit hit tho d~tector . In the 

Fig 2. n is taken as the particle densit)· cortesponding to a sho.wer of Ne == 2.5 ·x 10 5 ahd 'age' 

. 1.3. The observed spreaq is fo.tmd sUghtly gre~ttit than that given by the Linsley's fQrrtipla. 

J.Re-estimation of the anival direction: 

The showei· core position i~ tised to rq~t the timing iiJtofthations for 3.11 th~ de~ecto_rs. Using 

conical shower p-qnt and radial di~tanc~ depepdent weight factors the aniVal diredioqs of each 

shower event are rpcalculated. The weight factor t~sed in the anahrsis is given by 
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when~ 2 . 2 "+ 'l Cjot.al =a, + crinst 'jjalectromcs.:. . ' 

An accepted tiffiirtg nt to & stlOwer tTont is judgt.id by the value of the quantity 

'V 2 : 1/(n • 3) }.; W ( t0 - t9 ) 2 A. I ., · I . I I 

where t0i, tei are the observed an~ expette.q tipl~ at the ith detector t~spectlvely , n·~s thr tihniber 

of timing detectqrs fired in the shower event .!Jn4 is also judged by the 'deviation pf the p1easyred 

times ~ dti = tOi · tei , of ditlerent detectors. If 112 > 5 or any dtj > 3 then events ~e reanalyzed 

after rejecting t* most deviant detector. The prqcess is repeat.ed \mtil1 12 < 5 and all dtj < 3 or if 

the events have 11Qt remained in fotir tim~· me~.sureinents of the shower ftont. 

ExamplC;s of o\Jserved shower data and re~onstructed shbwer par~eters from the 

observed data for tw9 typic~ obsetv~d EAS e\'ents ar~ shown ii1 Fig.2.~.4 and Fig. lZj. 

Arrival direction ih equatorial co_- ordinate system ; 

During tQe ditunal It1o~on of a heavenlY body its altitt!~e and aziniuth cont4mally ~hange~. 
Also. even at the snme instant , at places of d,hTerent latitudes the same. body has different altih1des 

and azimuths. H6W~ver right as~~nsion nnd de<,:lii1atiop of a heayertly body r~main ~h~ saffie durijlg . 

their dilunal mqtion. So 'equatori~ cp-ordinates' are notmally used to define the positipn of a stat. 

If the observer's latitude is ,1, and tho z and A are the zenith and ;Wmuth of a heavenly 

body then its declfuation is giVen bv 
I I ~o.. J 

8 = Sin·1 ( $in~ Gas; + Cos~ $in~ Co $A ) 

and ifh be its hour angie then 
' ~ 

· h = Sin·1 ( 8in~SinAtCos0 ) 

If a heavenly body is ~bst:.rved at local siderial time lst and his the hour tm~e of the qocfi then the 
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Event. ·No 6064 , 
1 

. · . 

The event Ulll~ =- 3 hr} 2.4 _mh1ut~.(Loc~j ~~~er,l~~ time) , Da.~~ = 2? .03 .94 
Zen~h ang~ = 18.6 DecUha~lpn = ~9:4 
Azimuthal angle ::; 25Q. 7 • · _ Rlqht A$¢$1l$lbn = 209.5 • 
~hl-s,quare/de~re~s 9f ft•~dotn = 1.05 (fQr ti'111ng d~ta fit) 

Shower Cor~ X~ = 6.0 ~. S~~r ~e.(~) ~ 1 ~64 _ -
y~ I~ ,13.5"' s~~-r _$1%e N,f ::j ~.0 )( 105 

Chl-square/degt,es of treedom #I 0.80(f~r ~enslty data flt) 

Core dlstanc• Ob$~tyed _ Fltt,d 
(r) In m d•hslty a,nsljfY 
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~.2 

28.8 
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20.2 
34.1 

·,, 
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I 
s 

~16(16.4) 

Fig 2.2.4~. P-~~~rved ~hoW~t dat~ and t~consttutie~ shovJer paramet•rs from t.he 9~~erved 
d~~ . ·. . . 
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Event No ~ 1100 
Ev,nt tim~ ~ 1 hr ~o.~ 'itl.npte(Loc~l ~ld,rlal th~e) , O~te :i 27.01.94 
Zennh ~""~ . = 28.4 O~cn~atloh .~ 47.9 . 
~lm~th~l ~hgle = G6.4 • · Rlg~J A&d~slon:; ~9.3 • 
Chl~sq4af~(/degr~e$ 6f fr~~dpm) :;: 1.03 (for tl'lllnp data fit) 

Shower oore xo = ·2s.0, , ~hQWer Ag~ ·~ ; 1. is 
Yo:; 13.0 "' ShOW6r altt ~e * 1.1 ~ 1P5 
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right ascen~ion of the body 1): is giVen by 

a = 1st • h 



2.3 Precision .of the measurements; 
I 

.·~ · It is: e'fident that an)· t~atuw of EA$ wilt b¢ affected ~Y tb¢ ~rrrors ih estitrt~tion df ~he 

shower paramet~ts:lfl" ord¢r to estU'Qate the ertQrS ih sbqwer par~eters a~ measured by the lUjay 

and to ascertain mzy syst¢m,~tic bia,ses ~ the IU1;Wsis of :Ur sijower event~ artifiti~ air shower 

events are simulat¢d and t~en thd ~imtdated data are ailaly~ed With usu~ apalysi~ programme~~Y 
selecting random shqwer sizes ftwp an lncid~nt po)V~t law shower size spettnirri n.q·4.5~ witp 

zenith angle mod~~ated of Cos 7-z. m the size tiUlge lo4 • 10; show~rs have beqn simuia~etl ~d 
n~ndomly projected over ~ ate~ (a c~cU!ar In'~~ Qf ra~us 40m with ce~tr~ ill ~o~cide~ce with the 

array centre) appro~~tely twice tijat of the ad~. The charged partides of EAS ar~ expe~ted to 

follow NKG distri~ution t)mctiop.Poission · t1ilqtu~9on on re·corded p~~le n~bers have b~ep 

incorporated. TMse ~im·~ated ev¢nt~ axe then apafY~ed anp interpreted using the same tneth64s and 

criteria that_ are emNoyed w!th gom\in¢ data.Ft9m the sintl.}lation stutly \t is found tllat tMt9 is no 

systematic . biases in the atlaly$is proc~~ure ~mployed in tM eXf>~riqlent. The distri~~tiou of 

ditTerences between tJ'le sifut!lateq ~ararrteters ~d fitted parameters are sho~ in qg.2.3!t . the 

width of these distrlbtitions give th~ en-or in the esP.mation of the cottesponding show~r parameters 

which are a~ foijows 

i) Uncertainty in ro.re location (a) aXo :r 2.04 .± .0$ 

(b) Sy0 = 2.1~ ± .65 

ii) Uncert~ty in ~bower size 8N9/N9 = ( 15.6 ±. .3) o/o 

and iii) the value nge parameter is tmaertait1 by 3~ l= • 109 .± .oo~ 

The l~ distributio!) tot the ewenment~ observed that :ind that obtained frd!tl ~he 

analysis.ofthe artiticial showet qata are shQWh in fig.2.3.2. 

Angt~:ir Resolution of the NBU Et\S array: 
An exact qeterrnination of a.niVal diteati.on of shower is especially. irnpOI tant to i~eptify · 

point sources. Sofhe error is introdtJced in the es$ated artival dite~tion due tq ~stiuqieqtal 
tmcert~ty of the time measming instnlii1ents; titne spi'ead of shower particles In sho~er disk, fillite 

munber of time 111~ast~ing detectors etc . the ac~uracy in the measurement of aJlgJ.l)at ~o-or4ina~es 

,. 
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. i.e. angular resoiUijoii of an rur shower &rriiY i~ UlUS ~ very impprtant p!lf:ijtieter to estim~t~.In th~ 
absence of a p!>itit llke sqtrrce U1 tJltE ran~~ Which ~~ s~rve ~s a. ~teady capqt~ thJ ~gWar 

resolJtion of t4~ N:Bu ~As array bas bepn ~st!mateo by tij~ cohv¢nqoij~ 'split arta:Y ~ nt~thod.For 
the d~tertnfuation of an~ar resol~1tion only tMs¥ shower events ·¥e sefe~ted in which all th~ etglil 

fast timing detectors give infonnatlon ~bout the telativ~ tint~s of s~ower front plJrlicles. the total 

eight oetectors are diVided into tWo sets (eveij an~ odd detectors) ~d two irt~op~hd~nt esqmate of 

the arrival directiQq Qf the smne eV~rtt Q~~ be~p made from tw~ sub~a¥l£Ys. The mqan spa~~ angle 

ditTerence (d\IJ) .~¢tWeen ille two ~val dite~Qt>n is c!llcul~ted. th~ frequency disbibtition of 

diffetenc~s (dw) b shoWn in fig ~.3.4 . The treq1,1ency djstributions of Oifference~ in ~enith angle, 
' ' • . • lt . • 

azimu~al angle an~ in eqtiatorial co·otdinates iare s«own ii} fig.2.3.5 . The Width of t¥e G~tls~ia!} 

fitting . of thes~ disqibutions ~ve thy tijlceft$lty in meastiremen.ts of cqrresP,ondfitg 

parameters.Sinc~ ertor in detellhi$g :IDgtlla,t co-ordihates frorp th~ two independ~nt ~ub-an·ays 

addeq quagntic~· in the resulting Uishibu~on ~4 th~n are ttM.ce as many detector~ ih t11~ wbote 
array the~ the: indivi~mu n•h • arr~ys so th~ angulf r~;s ~luti?n Q f ttie ~hOlq arr~ Will be 1/2 ~ ~ 5 tifne s 

of the width of the ~strlbution.The resolution of the arrlty in dift~rent at.Igular cQ•ordihates is ~hown 
in t.ablc 1. 

Table 1 

''" I . 
"''i ',' I 

Azin;uth Declination Rlpht-asc~r1~1o~ 

~ . I 

R~~o~~~IQI'I from 1.1 0°.±..Q2Q L99°±;0~Q •. 1.1 0.0±..0~0 1.44°±..03° 

· ~~perlltlental dat~ 

R~sol~~ion fron, 0.5~0±..0~0 1 :65o±..OV0 0.54°!..0~9 1.03°±.,04° 

· Sih1~1ation pat~ 

It is fotmd that the resqlqtion of the &n·w is not vqy g9o~ in 3zinutth. Thjs !s prob~bly due to small 
inunber of dete~tors tised tor the ~~tic th~&stJ¢1neptJn ord~~ to che~k tl1e. resoltltio~ of tBe iurar 

lVIonte Carlo sirrltilation have b~e)J canied tnt't.Partick anival tiipes were genet·~\.:d q~u1g the 
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: : . : : obseiVed cwvature and -the nns spread assuming a Gaussian distribution. The instrumental . ·-

\.Ul~ertaintY is also included. The events times ate selected randomly from the obs~rved event 

times. The anival times are then fitted to conical shower front with proper weightage and thus the 

resqlution of the array is estimated. The resolution of the array obtained from the simulation results 
. . -

is_ also slio\\n in Table 1. It is found that the· resolution of the ~aY estimated by the sub-array 

·me_thod is _greater than that obtained from· simulation resUlts. 

· The ·sub-array comparison- teclmique has been employed to compare the following shower 

front appr~ximation 

1) An ooweighted plane shower front · 

2) A weighted curved shower front 

The results are shown in Table 2 and fig.2.3.4 . From the results it is clear that the· angular 

resolution of the array has been improved by a lot by introducing the weights and the cwvature. 

Table 2 

Fit Mean Space angle W!dth 

Plane(Unwe.ighted) 5.78° ±. .060 . 

Curve(Weighted) 1.97° ±. .030 

Projected an&Ie Distribution : 

Whether the array co-ordinate system is· coincident with the local horizon is ·checked by 

using the distribution of arrival angle projected on two orthogonal vertical planes. As the azimuth 

angle distribution of the showers is unifonn, the projected angle distribution is expected to be 

symmetric about zero value. The observed projected angle distributions arc sho~n in fig 2.3.6 .It is 
I , " , 

found that the distributions are symmetric about zero, having· a mean close to_ zero and r.m.s. 

spread of 21.3 and 21.4 in the North-South arid East-West planes respectively , consistent with 

the zenith angle distribution of showers. 
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*** Chapter 3 *** 



Results 

The result of the present work are based on the_ extensive air shower (EAS) data collected · 

using North Bengal University (NBU)_ EAS array. The stt~dies 9f EAS detected by using NBU EAS 

array since 1980 have yielded results on the UHE nuclem interactions and on the composition of 

primary cosmic rays at the energy range 1014 eV to 1016 eV. The search for pRE discrete point-

sources is now the thrust of the NBU EAS project. At the. first phas~ of investigation in this 

· -direction a sample ofWearly 15~000 events ~~taken for the present analysis which were collected 

· by the array during the period Jan 1993 to JWie 1994. The tota1 nm time is 752 hours. Before 

discussing the main results of the present experiment,the array perfonnance is described.If any large 

systematic biases involves in the measurement of the air shower observable it will surely reflect on 
the general characteristics of the observed air showers. The general. characteristics of air showers . 

have been studied for a long time and are quite well known.So to make sure that there is no 
' ' 

systematic errors in the final results,the general characteristics of the air showers are studied first. 

J.t. Gent'J'al Cbaracttrlstics of the obsenred EAS : 

The results of the present experime~t are mainly derived from ·the density information of 

the electron component and the muon component of air shower and from the timing information of . 

the shower front. 

!.Particle Density data : . 

One of the main characteristics of EAS is certainly .the lateral distribution of the· electrons 

of the EAS. The basic shower parameters for C\lCh shower event are estimated in the usual wwy . 
by fittiDg the NKG fimction for the lateral distribution of electrons to the observed densities of the 

particles. To check the quality of the density infonnanon the lateral dishibution of electrons is 

· studi'ed. To construct the average lateral distributions the whole radial range is divided into small . ' . 

distance bins. The contribution of electron densities in the ditTerent ·radial distance (from the EAS 

core) bins for a small bin of shower size and shower age are calculated. The observed· lateral 
. ' 

distributions of electrons are shown in fig 3.1 and in fig3.2 for two ditl'erent shower sizes and 

shower age along with"'the NKG distribution cmYe. It is clear from the fig 3.1 and 3.2 that the 
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experimental data are·in a satisfactocy agreement with the NKG function. 

The shower 'age' (s) determined by the later~ distribution of shower· particles is an 
" ... . 

important parameter to indicate the stage .of longitudinal development. In the fig 3.3 the age. 

distribution obtained from the data is given. The mean 'age' of th~ observed showers is 1.31 which 

agrees well with the theoretical estimate (1.33) of Ferryves (1 ) .. 1-'he spread of th-e age distribution 

is 0.28. The shower size distribution of the· observed showers is-' given in fig 3.4. Showers are 

detected in the shower size range 2 x 104 ·• 7 x 106. The median shower size-range detected by the 

~is 2.4 X 10 5 • 4.8 X 10 5 ·· 

2. Muon data : 

Muon component of EAS provides very important infolTJlation regarding ·the high energy 

interaction characteristics and about the properties of priinaries. B~cause ·of the lack of interaction 

of muons with air nuclei muon component of EAS gives infonnation on shower behavior at _the 

early stage oftheir development: Total number ofmuons:in an EAS is considered as good measure 

of the prim:uy energy. A study on muon component of irir showers in corelation with other 
' ' 

components of the EAS can yield infolTJlation about the nature of the high energy interactions. The 

~uon size in a shower is estimated by fitting the· observed muon density data to a appropriate lateral 

di~tribution fimction. So the lateral distribution of muons in EAS is· certainly an important 

characteristic of EAS. 

A representative example 'of the observed lateral distribution of muons is shown in fig 3.5 

for a muon thfeshold energy 2.5 GeV. The observed densities ar·e fitted with Gri_esen (2) fu~ction 

given by 

where NIJ. is the total munber of muons in a shower, r0 is a constant estimated from thditting which 

changes slightly with the change of shower size. For Ne = 2.5 x 105 ·, r0 is found to be 290. In the 

shower size range 1 05 • 1 oe_ and for E~ up to 500 GeV Greis en (3) proposed a lateral distribution 
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fonnula for muons which is given by 

p ~ (r,N9 ,>E~ ) = (Ne/106) (14.4 r -0.75} (1 + r/320)·2.5 (51/(50 + E~) (3 /(E~ + 2))0 14r .. 3~2 
. . 

A dashed cwve in the fig 3. 5 represents the Gries en formula . The obseiVed distribution is agreed 

well\vith the Griesen forrnula. 

J.Timing infonnation of the shower front : 

Arrival direction of each EAS eveQt is detennined by usual first timing technique as 

described in the previous chapter. Since the ultra high energy primal)' cosmic rays are highly 

isotropic ,the azimuth angle distribution of cosmic ray air showers is expected to be uniform. The 

azimuth angle distribution of the obsePled showers is given in fig 3.6 which is consistent with the 

expectation. The zenith angle ·distribution of the EAS events is also studied to check the array 

perfonnance. The errors of zenith angle measurements in individual EAS event do not exceed 

1.50.shower events in the size range 2 x 104 . 5 x 106 particles for zenith angles from oO to 600 

are considered. The distribution is given in fig 3. 7. The zenith angie dependence of the integral flux 

of showers can b~ expressed by a power function in the fonn ('2 ) 

..... 3.2 

i.e, the tlux of showers monotonically decreases with the increase of zenith angle. This is due to 

atmospheric absorption which increases with zenith angle as the .inclined showers traverse :m 

increased thickness of atmosphere. However the munber of events obseJVed for a given. zenith 

angle range increases with zenith angle first ~reaches a peak at around 200 and then falls. This is 

because the solid angle of acceptance increases with zenirh angle as sin(z). At higher zenith angJes 

the atmospheric absorption part dominates over the solid angle of acceptance part and as a result 

the nwnber of events within a zenith angle biii falls. To remove the solid angle effect the frequency 

of events are divided by sin(z) and plotted against cos(z) which is shown in fig 3.8. From the figure 

the value of the index is fotmd to be 7.64 . 

The declination distribution of the collected showers is shoWn ii1 fig 3.9 .From the 

distribution it is fotmd that the effective observation region in the sky by the array is within the 
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declination range 100 to 500 . It is well known that the most of the. potential sources of northern 
' . . 

hemisphere like Cygnus X·3,Hercules X·l,Crab Nebula ,Geniinga fall within this declination 

range. So the amiy can observe these sources very effectively. 

The isotJ:opic behavior of the cosmic rays should refle~t in the right ascension _distribution 

of the observed shower events. A prerequisite of any directional isotropy analysis is that the detector 

zenith should spend equal times in all right ascension intervals. The equaliZation of the operating 

time is implemented by random rejection of the events in each group of hourly intervals in excess of 

the minimum number for each hottr inteiVal. The rlgJ\t. ascension distribution obtained using the 

above pro-cedure for the observed showers is shown in fig 3.10.Tht~ distribution is consistent with 
' .... ' .. 

the isottpic behavior of the UHE cosmic ray particles. 

So the general features of the obseJVed air showers are consistent with the well knovm 

characteristics of air showers. 

3.2. Study on sllower paramt.ters : 

Muon content in a shower and_ shower 'age' are the two parameters which are often used 

to discriminate ganuna photon initiated showers from the hadron initiated showers. 

1. Stud)' on shower age parameter : - ,, --

·The longitudinal development of EAS is an essential f~ature that tetlect.s the ~oss featUre 

o.f particle interaction at high energies. The stage of development of an 3ir shower is de~cribed ·by 

shower. age par3Illeter (s) . The v~ue of s equals to. one_ when the sho\ver is at the stage .. :of 

·maximum development. In- the: search for UHE ganuna ray sources by the EAS method,several 

workers-have made age cut to reduce the .EAS. background caused by primary ·cosmic rl~Y ch~ged 

particies: But the simUlation results of Fenyves (1) ,Hillas(4 ) ~d Cheillig and Mckeown (5) 

opposed. the idea that the age parameter can be used as a differentiator of gamma ray initiated 

showers from hadron initiated showers, thotlgh it is an observed fact that the age cut produces 
~- . ' 

results. -

In most of the observations the showers from point sources were observed at large angles 

dwing niost of the obs~rvation time due to' high angle of transit of the sources. at the. ;m.a)is:A.s fb'r 
. ' 

- l .. 

. ... ·' 
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example, Cygnus X-J is observed at Kiel ~t zenith about 140 ,the. same source is observed at Ooty 

at zenith angle nearly 260 at the transit.Remembering this feanJre, in the present experiment, the 

zenith angle dependence of shower 'age' parameter is studied. The variation of mean shower 'age' 

with zenith angle is shown in fig 3.11 for the whole shower size range ( 2 x 104 - 6 x 106 ).At the 

. zenith the mean shower 'age' value 1.26 . The vmiation of s with zenith angle (z) is found slow and 

. at z = 600 the mean 'age' reaches only 1.46 though at zenith angle 600 the atmospheric overburden 

·is nearly double. In Buckland park exp~riment (6) and in Chacaltaya experiment (7) similar trend of· 

variation were observed . Theoretically the variation is much faster. 

The total arnmmt of matter in the atmosphere increases in proportion to secz . The variation 

of's' with secz is also plotted in Fig 3.12 ! The variation of's' wiLi secz can be represented by the 

linear relationship 

s(z) = .25 secz + 1.05 3.4 

The variation of shower age \\ith shower size for the observed showers is shown in fig 3.13 . From 

the figure it is found that the value of. average age moD;otonically decreases with the increase of 

shower size but the ·rate of decrease decreases· with the increase in the shower size. This is 

probably due to the variation of effective collection area of the array. with the primary energy. 

Similar trend of variation of shower 'age' with shower size was found in Akeno experiment (8) . 

2.Study on muon component ofEAS: 

Results of investigation on muons with energies above i.5 GeV amving at the sea level 

are reported here . The muon component of EAS carry information regarding_ the high energy 

interaction characteristics as well as the properties of primary cosmic ray · particles. Muon content 
' . - ~ . -

in a shower is considered as a best- parameter to identify gamma ray initiated showers from· the · 

hadron initiated showers. It is believed that the ganuna ray show~rs· contain less than 10% of 

·muons of nonnal showers. However in a number of observations it was found that the total muon 

m~ber in the excess showers from the direction ?f point sources is ahnost same as· that of nonna1 

showers: to better tmderstand the problem in ,the present_ inve~tigation the variation of the ratio of 

the muon density to electron density with shower age for particular core distance at a fixed shower 
··' 

size is studied. 
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The variation of the ratio p .jP e with shower age for shower size 2 x 105 at' radial 

distance (from ~1e shower core) 12m and 20 m_are shown in fig 3.14 and 3.15 . The radial bins 
are made wide enough ( 4m) to acconunodate the e11'or in r~ (-2 ). From the figure it is clear that 

the p iP 8 ratio increases as shower age increases. This is expected because the muon number does 

not change much with the atmospheric depth traversed after the maximum development of shower 

reaches while shower size decreases rapidly with the increase of shower age. It is LTJteresting to · 

note that high rnt~on content of the excess showers from the direction of Cygnus X-3 as observed 

by the Kiel group is also characterised by high 'age' values. 
The muon size (N~) in a shower is obtained using measured lateral distribution of muons . 

fitted to Griesen fimction 

Y~ith the variable r0. The variation of rtmon size with shower size (Ne) is gjven in fig. 3.16 . The 

variation can be represented by a power law relation given by 

N~ = a Ne~ 3. 5 

where a is a constant. The value of the expon~nt (o: ) is found to be 0.69 . The result is CQmpared 

with the sinmlation rest~ts of Wrotniak and Yodh (9) for the model' F-YOO for muon threshold 
. ~· ' 

energy i GeV which is represented by a dashed cmve in the fig 3.14. The model assmnes· me'an 

free paths for the inelastic interactions are energy independent, inelasticity is unifonn in (0,1). for 

nucleons and (113,1) for mesons, inclusive distributions in x for secodaries arc energy independent 
. . 

(scaling extrapolation of the ISR data) and secondary products are· 60% charged pions.· JO%~ nutral 

pions , 5% charged kaons and 5% nutral kaons. The value of exponent (a ) from the said simulation 

result (.71) is close to the present observation. 

3.3. Re§ults of observations for UHE point som'Ces : 

The NBU air shower database has been examined for contin:uous emission of ultra high 

eners'Y radiation from four potential source.s ·of northern hemisphere, namely, Cygnus X·3 , 

Hercules X-1, Crab-nebula and Geminga . E"idences of any periodic signal with their well known 

orbital periods from the two sources, Cygnus X-3 and Hercules X·l,are also examilled· using the 
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database. 

Steady emission of ganuna rays from a point source is reflected in an excess of showers 

from the direction of source compared to the steady flux of charged cosmic ray showers in that · 

direction. In order to examine an excess of showers from a point source, the sky is divided into 

bins based on equatorial co-ordinates. Signal candidate events are those falling into a square bin of 

width 50 in declination and width 60 m right ascension . The angular resolution deduced from the 

odd-even sub-array comparison method 'is.l.l 0 in decHnation ru1d 1.47° in right ascension. But 

a. wider bin is chosen for the search because all the timing coWtter did not always give 
! ... 

timing.infonnation.On the average 5.5 timing infonnation was available in a shower event. 

·Approximately 95% of events from the direction of a source are expected ·to arrive in the 

source bitt To find out whether ~1 excess re~ exists in the number of showers from a given 

direction it is essential to know the steady flux of charged primary initiated cosmic ray showers 

(backgrotmd) in that direction quite accurately. The main problem of estimation of the background 

correctly is the non-uniform exposure of different right ascension-declination region of sky both LTI 

siderial time and in zenith angle. With the time. different right ascension-declination bins drift 

through different zenith angles and as air showers have a fairly steep zenith angle distribution it is 

not possible to estimate the background in a straight way. Care has to~octaken to ensure that the 

source and backgrotmds events are· collected during 'the san1~ time in the san1e zenith mgle 

int~IVals. The backgrotmd is normally evaluated from the ni1mber of events in equal sized 'off· 
. ,'l 

source' bins located in the same declination strip as that of source bin but at different right 

as:censions.In the present analysis the background is determined as follows. 

·Twelve 'off source' right ascension bins, of equal ~idth :is the ·source bin,in the source 

declination band six on either side of the 'source bin are selected. Events ar'e collected' fo·r each. off 
source. bin in such a way that all the 'off source' bins and the 'on s~~ce' bin are expb~ed for· equal 

time and zenith angle. The average rate of e\;ents per ~in gives the bac~~o~nd c,o.uht. As· the 

backgiound events are collected from an area twelve' times larger ~hilldhat of SOUI'C~; events, the' 

backgrotmd is detennined with good statistic:al accurat.y. ' 

: F1ux is .calct~ated directly from the oil-source time.For tliis ·pti~)'osc effecti~c atca 'of tll'c 
array is''.determined using· monte carlo siim~ation method. 

; 1;. '. 
., ! ' .: •. ;; .:,.'_ ••• ,,·· 

. ': '··. 
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EtJective area of the anay : 

To measure the t1ux of photon induced showers from a point source , one needs to know 

the effective ar~a of the air shower array as a 11mction· of prii~1:lly energy and zenith angle. The ., 

etTective area of an air shower array can be obtaina{through the Monte carlo study of the array 

response. The etJective area is calct~ated by finding how many of the simulated showers meet the 

array trigger condition.We follow the procedure prescribed by Crewther and Protheroe (10). 

Shower size is generated using the parameterization gjven b'y Crewther and Protheroe(lO) for 

·gamma ray· initiated showers. Shower age is sampled according to the proposition of Fertyves et al 

(11 ). The munber of particles at ditTerent radial distances at:e·~obtained using NK.G ftmction (as the 

charged p'articles are expected to follow NKG distribution ftmction).Poisson fluctuation is given to 

the particle munber passing through the detectors. Then each of the simulated showers is checked 

· \Wilier they meet the array trigger requirements or not. A large munber of showers is simulatoho 

estimate the etTective area of the array. The effective area of the array is plotted. against primary 

gamma ray energy for two ditTerent zenith angles and is ·shown in fig 3.17. 

The showers 'With core falling outside the perimeter of the array are rejected outright. The 

lowest NlO% of shower sizes are discarded as the angular resolution worsens near .the array 

tlu·eshold. The showers witll zenith angle less than 45° were only accepted for this anal~jsis. The 

vertical intensity of the cosmic ray charged. particles are~calculat~d first using the etTective area 

obtained fi·om tl1e simulation result. The obsetved vertical intensity ( I (~.:>8 x 1014 e V) = 4.10 x 

to·t O cnr2sr·1 s·1 ) agre.es well with value obtained from tile expresion (I (>E) = (E/2)-a x1 o- i O 

cnr2sr·ls·l, where E is in PeV ai1d a= 1.55 forE< 2 PeV ~nd a= 2.·1 for E:>2PeV) oftl1e 

cosmic ray spectrum given by Hillas (12). 

Searclt Results : 

l.Cy&~lUS X-3 : 

A search is made for evidence of continuous as well as pulsed UHE emission from this 

mysterious binary system which has been previously reported as a UHE gamma ray source. The 

database used in the present analysis was recorded between January 1993 and Jtme 1994 with an 
. . . ' 

etl~ctive on source observation time of 212.2 hours. The source is observed at NBU. site at zenith 

angle 140 at the upper transit. Figure 3.18 shows the munber 0f sh9wers recorded in a declination 
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band centered on Cygnus X-3 as a ftmction of right ascension. The bins have sO width in 

declination centered on 40.70 • the declination of Cygnus X~J. From the figure it is clear that there 

is a slight excess ( 1.79 cr) of showers in the bin centered on the Cygnus X-3 for the full observing 

period. The total number of air showers obsel'Ved in th~ sourc.e bin is 26 where the average 

backgr01.md is only 18.33.The probability for a random excess of such 'magnitude is 1.89 x 10·2. 

TI1e time averaged integral tlux for the excess is F(>.8 x 1Q14 eV) = (4.10 ± 1.28) x I0-13 

cnr2s·1. TI1e time averaged tlux agrees well with the flux obtained in Akeho,MSU,Ooty 

observations (13,14,15). 

The source events are then checked if they are co-related with the well known 4.8 hours 

periodic vaiiation. For tlns pmpose the anival times of shower events from the position of Cygnus 

X-3 have been folded using an ephemeiis by Van der klis and Bonnet-Bidaud (15) observed from 

the X-ray data. Total phase is divided into 10 equal bins.Results are shown in fig 3.19. 

Concentrations of shower events are seen in the phase bin. . 5-.6 in which 6 events are observed . 

The amount of excess is at 2.11 cr level . The probability that 6 events might occur in any of the 10 

phase bins at r9lldom out of a background of average value 2.6 per bin is 3.19 x 10·2. The phase 

of emission is similar to the the present prefered UHE phase (phase ~ .6).However the statistical 

signific3Ilce of these excesses are not high (within the 3~ limit) 3Iid a clearer picture will emerge 

only after analysis of more shower data. 

2.Herct~es X·l : 

There are several reports of continuous or sporadic .. v:HE emission from Hercules X-1 as 

discussed·in chapter one. NBU UHE database is looked for any evidepce of continuous and pulsed 

emission fiom the direction of Herctdes X-1. The effective on source observation time is · 234.5 

hours. 

Figure 3.20 shows the mm1ber of EAS recorded as a function of .right ascension in the 

declination band centered on Herctdes X-1. The munber of shower observed in. the right ascension 

bin centered on Her X-1 is 28 where the av¢rag,e background is only23. The poi~son·probability 

that this occtl!rence is due to ch311ce 6.3 x 10·2. The amount of excess (1.04 cr) is well below the 

3cr level. The time averageintegral flux corresponds to the excess of showers is F ( > 8 x 1014 e V) 

= (2.42 ± 1.08) x lQ-13 cm·2s-1. 

Herctdes X-1 is known to have an orbital period of 1.7 ·days. The detected events from the 
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position .of Her X·l i,e, the on source events have been examined for coherence with the orbital 

period of 1.7 .days. The Phas~gram-is sho~ in fig 3.21. The orbital period and the epoch are 

obtained from the ephemeris by Voges et al(l\f).No significant excess is folUld at any phase bin. 

3.Crab-nebula: 

We have searched for steady emission of UHE radiation from the region of Crab-nebula. 

The total etTective observation time is 228.4 hours. Signal events are those falling within a source 

bin of width sO in declination and 60 ii1 right ascension. Th~ number of events in the source bin is 

compared with the number of background events to search for evidence of emission. The results of' 

this search are that 25 events is observed in the source bin against the average background of 

25.05 events. The nwnber of EAS events jn the declination band centered on Crab-nebula as a 

ftmction of right ascension is shown in fig 3 .22. We found no. evidence for UHE ~mission from the 
' 

· Crab-nebula. - -

4.Geminga: 

Geminga is yet to be established a UHE potential gamma ray source though recently there 

are some positive reports for the detection of VHE radiation from the direction of Geminga.In the 
. -

present analysis a search is made for steady emission of UHE radiation from the direction of · 

Geminga. The right ascension distribution of events in the .declination band centered on Geminga is 

shovm in fig 3.23. The number ofsource events is 18 whereas the average value of the background 

is 17.92 . No evidence is seen for continuous emission in these data; 
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*** Chapter 4 *** 



Conclusions : 

The modem UHE gamma-ray astronomy is now about fifteen years old .But the situation 
. . 

of obsetvation of UHE gamma radiation from discrete sources is still very confusing. Early 

obsetvations of Cygnus X-3 provided the hope that the UHE radiation from this and similar 

sources could be studied regularly.However most recent obse!Vations have been unable to confinn 

the existence of such emission. The long standing problem regarding the nature of the primary 

particles responsible for the positive detections of excess EAS from the direction of the discrete 

point sources are yet to be solved. 

To understand the muon anomaly associated with the subject from its birth in the present 

investigation the variation of the ratio of muon density to parti¢le density with shower og~ for a 

particular shower size at a partict~ar radial distance from the shower core is studied.It is obsetved 

that the ratio increases sharply with shower 'age'. It is expected because the muon number does 

not change much Y~ith the atmospheric depth traversed after the maximum development of shower 

reaches while electron component attenuates rapidly after the maximum development of .showers. 

It iS interesting to note that high muon content of the excess showers from the direction of Cygnus 

X-3 as observed by the Kiel group is also characterised by high 'age' values. Though. in Kiel 

observation the muon content of the excess showers is compared with the background also having 

high 'age' values but it may happen that th:e excess showers from the direction of Cygnus X-3 is 

characterised by even higher 'age' values. In several other experiments it was also observed that 

the excess showers from the direction of discrete point squrces have high shower 'age' value. It' is 
TnUO~ , 

true that the amount of,excess (67% insteGd' of 10%) could not be explained by high shower age 

value alone but the present result indicate that the high muon cof_Itent and high 'age' value may not 

be independent characteristics of the excess directional showers. 

· Discrimination of gamma-ray initiated showers from the large background of charged 

cosmic ray initiated showers based on shower 'age' has been used in several observations on the 

assumption that ,for same shower size, photon induced showers are older. Fenyves (1), Hillas 

(2).Cheung and Mackeown( 3) from their monte carlo simulation reswts concluded that in 'age' the 

gamma-ray induced showers are not older than that of no1mal ·showers; though ill several 

obsen~ations it is fotmd that the excess showers from the direction of discrete point sources are 
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characterised by high 'shower age' value. Since in most of the obseiVations the shower from point 

sources were observed at large angles during most of the observation time (due to high angle of 

transit of the sources at the arrays ) so it may happen that high ';Ige' valuesof the excess EAS's are 

due to high zenith angle. To 1mderstimd the problem ,variation of shpwer 'age' with zenith angle is 

examined.It is foWld that the variation is slow, and up to zenith angie 30°· shower 'age' is 

practically independent of zenith angle.ln the Kiel observation, showers with zenith angle 

less than 30o only were accepted for the analysis.So it is difficult to correlate the high 

'age' value of the directional excess showers with zenith angle. 

In the quest for UHE radiation :from potential discrete point sources of the northern 

~emisphere four sources are studied in the present investigatim1, Cygnus X-3,Hercules X-1, 

Crab nebula and Geminga We foWld no statistically significant excess ofEAS from any of 

these sources. The Cygnus X-3 data set sliows a steady excess of 1.79 a .TI1e time average 

integral flux of particles responsible for the excess of showers seen :from the direction of 

the object is obtained as F(>8 x 1014 eV ) = (4.1Q ± 1.28) x Io-Bcm·2s-1 .The phase 

analysis of the event time of EAS :from the direction of the Cygnus X-3 also indicates an 

excess of 2.lla in the phase bin .5-.6 . TI1e statistical significance of the excess is not 

sufficient for any claim of a detection .A clearer picture will emerge only after analysis of 

more shower data TI1e Hercules X-1 database shows a marginal steady excess of 1.04a 

which coJTesponds to a time average integral flux ofF (>8 x 1014 eV) = (2.42 ± 1.08) x 

1Q-13cnr2s·1.The search· for 1. 7 day pulsed t1ux from Hercules X·l has also been 

perfonned.No significant excess can be ~oWld at any phase.There is no statistically 

signii1cWlt evidence for continuous emission from Crab nebula and Gemin~a 

TI1ere is considerable tmcertainty about the present situation of the UHE. gamma

radiations fi·om celestial discrete point sources.Early claims of marginal statistical 

signit1cance have not been substantiated by more recent observations.The performance of 

the detectors improved witl1 time but tl1e significance of most of tl1e published positive 

observation remained at a 3cr level.The lack of clew· identification of the ganuna-niy 

signatw·e of tl1e positive signal is one of the reason to doubt the reality of the 

sow·ces.However it is also tme tl1at positive evidences of UHE signal from discrete point 

sow·ces is observed in several independent observations. Moreover the event times of the 
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-excess showers from the direction of Cygnus X-3 are found to be modulated with a period 

4.8 hour which.is the orbital period of the object and similar to~ observed from the x-ray 

·data Similar characteristics have been observed for few other sources too. So, it appears 

that the sources are real.But, it hag now become clear· that long term steady flux from 

Cygnus X-3 is much less then reported for late seventies and early eighties.These-

.. observations suggest that sporadic emission on a wide t~me ef scale may be characteristics 
. . 

of Cygnus X-3 and many other UHE point sow-ces. 

. Fwther observations are necessary to provide mot'e information on the nature of the 
discrete UHE point sources .The present~ experiment is an ongoing experiment. The data 

analysis is continuing.It is expected that a clear picture of observation oflJIIE ganuna-ray· 

sow·ces will emerge-after·analysis of few years data. 
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Abstmct. 

A :;ample of 8651 air shower:; in the size range 1 0'1' 
3-106 

• 
2 has been analysed to ddermine 

the distribution of the \Hea:;uretl age in term:; of (i) the number of showers in a specified size 
range, .and (ii) the mdial distances in individual showers. It is .shown t.!'lat the radial age 
distribution in an individual shower leads to an average shower age approximately the same 
as the prediction of the electron-photon cascade theory. The other re:mlt:; include a study of 
the variation of (i) shower age, us me;u;ur<.\d hy the x'l-tuinimisalion L{~chniqtw, with shdwcr 
size of vertically incident shower:<, aud (ii) the mea .. ·mred electron deu:;ity at any point with 
its radial distance from the shower axis, as a function of the age of a large shower group with 
very small spread in size. A comparison of similar nwasurcmculs with relevant theory is also 
included. 

1. Introduction 

The development in the longitudinal clircct.ion of electron-photon cascades in 
cosmic ray extensive air :-;ho\\'l'I'S is dt'scrilwd by n parauwLer called Ll10 shower 
age .s. The cm;cade grows ton llHlXillltllll (.s = 1) and then rapidly decays. In the 
lateral direction from the a .. -xis of t.lte shower, the dectroll dellsity distribution iu 
the shower is measured in terms of the radial age S(T) as one of thn paranwt<:rs. 
In most cru·lier expt>riment::; (ltkudm lUUO; llara et al. 1U81, 1U83; Abdullah et 
al. 1981, 1983), the shower age determined by the standanl least-squares fitting 
technique differs from the theoretical value at all atmospheric dcpt.hs. This was 
taken to be an indication that a shower must be dcs<~ribed by two ago parasncl;ors, 
one for its longitudinal devdopllll'llt aml the other for its lateral dovelopmout 
(Harn et o.l. 1983: Sasaki 1!371; Capdevidlo nnd Gmvi11 l!Ji:l2, i!J8G; Dai et rJ.l. 
Hl!JO). Thill. nsped of oxt.cnsiw nir shmwrs lln::; ll<'ml llltdm iaav1~sl.igal.ioll ill n~<·<·ail. 
yem·l:i at variou::; \'\'lll.l'l'H (ldt>n<h'n I \HlO; Dni d rd. I \)\)0; ( :1w11ng and !Vlncl\r:own 
l!l87; SmnorHki aml Stmtllll l!JI):l). I11 t.lw pn~s\~ltl. work a critical ~~XfH:rina<~nt.al 

exmuinatiou is made of the kchuique:; u:;ed lo determine the slwwcr age frotll 
·new measurements on smaller air showers in the si;,e range 1 0'1 · a __ ·l 0° · 2 .. J\ n 
analysis of shower nge lm:; also ht'l'll lltadc t.u slauw it:-; d<'IH.~sad<•lii:<: <>It ·variotas 

shower parameters. 

2. Experiment 

The air shower array nt t.lw Nort.!t ll<•ngal \J~tiv~~r::;il.y <:H.IliJIIIH lms l>t~nn th:vulopt~d 
in ::;tage::; since 1980 ll3asak et al. lDIH). At present. it. ('Oilsists or '21 ,d<~cl.roll-
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density-sampling plastic scintillation detectors, eight fast timing detectors and 
two magnet spectrographs. The total m·ca covered by the array is 1176 m2

• The 
shower size tlu·eshold for the array is N0 = 104 ' 2 • 'l'he radial electron density 
distribution and muon dcm;it.y clbtribution arc mca.•mred simultaneously over a 
radial distance from the array centre to auuut :.10 lll ami the muon energy in the 
range 2 · 5-220 GeV. 

To determine the size of a shower, the electron densities at radial distance 
intervals of 8 m ( "'ro/10, where r 0 is the Moliere radius in air at sea level) were 
measmed by a cluster of 21 scintillation detectors installed at sea leveL The 
dynamic range of the detectors is 1-250 po.rticl(1S/detector and each detector was 
operated at a threshold of one particle. The shower direction was determined 
by measuring relative arrival times, while shower xi:r.e N 0 , age parameters s and 
core location (x0 , y0 ) determination was carried out by fitting the radial electron 
density data of a shmver event to an interpolating lateral structure function as 
given by Hillas and Lapikcm; (1977): 

(1) 

where c(s) is the normalhmtion constant and a1 = -0·53, a2 = 1·54, b1 = -3·39, 
b2 = 0 and r 1 = 24 m. 
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Fig. 1. Dist-a·ibut.iou of :;howt'l" col"<' local. ion (:~:0 , !/o) for a group of 17K Hhowui'H of N" = I · 2 x I 1/' 
with s = l. 

The computed results ou the shower core lucntiou (:c0 , y0 ) form a ramloui 
distribution, as shown i:n Fig. 1 for a group of 178 showers of si;~,c N 

0 
= 1 . 2 x 10:; 

with age s = 1. 
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(2a} Determination of Rad·ial Age Parameter 

U3ing the 1-lllhU:!-Lupil~llllti (llL) tiLl'Uctum f111wtiou (1) a.uul ILH!illlllillg ~lmt t,ho 
normalisation constants do not vary much at two neighbouring radial points r; 

and ri measured from the core position (e.g. Fig. 1), we obtain for the radial 
age parameter, at radial location ·r;- 1'J• 

(2) 

where Fij = f(r;)/ !h), xij = r;/rj, Yij = (1 + x;)/(1 + Xj), ·with X= r/rl· 
Substitution of the measured electron densities at the radial points r; and Tj 

in the above formula gives S;j(r). With the Nishimura--Kamata-Greisen (NKG) 
function (Greiscn 1960), the expression for S;j(r) under the same conditions as 
in (2) is 

(:.l) 

Some representative results arc shown iii Table 1. 

Table 1. Radial variation of shower age S ij (1-} for three shower sizes 

(a) Shuwe1' size N 0 = G · 3 x I 0'1 

Radial distance 2-5·5 5·5-8·5 8·5-12·5 .12·5-17·5 17·5-22·5 
interval (m) 

HL 1··181 :~~:~~~~; 1 . r,:lr, ~\;: g~~ I · 5!J2~:g: g~\~ 1 . tl!i•l"l :~: ~\\~ 

Nl..:G I · 75!J~\:: g:\~ l·!iH7~\\:\;:\~ 1-:lo'l~\::g;~ 

(b) Showe1· size N c = 1· 2x lOr. 

Radial distance 12·G-17·f, 17-[i-:.t~-5 2:l·fi .. 27·[J '27·5·:3'2·5 :12·5 :!'1' 5 
interval (Ill) 

HL I · I 77:!:~: gg~ 1 · m>:!:~: \l~fi I· GGO:!:\\: ~~~ 1·550!\\:3\~ 1 . ns:!:g: g~: 

NKG 1 ·002~\\:~m I , GUO~\\:\\~~ l·•IUI·+o·ooo 
-O•UUU I ·:112~\\:\l\~ 1·513~\\:m 

(.:) Shuwe1' .~·iz<' N" =' I ·'2xl0ti 

Rndial dislmK·e '2:1·f> :17. f) '27. r, -a2. r, :12. ;, :17' ii :17 ·!i-15 tJ.'j !)f.i 
interval (Ill) 

IlL l··l~D~~~:~~·tli~! l . !l71 ~ \:: 1i~~~: I · (iHX ~ \~: :,~,'; 1-X7THI·O:II 
~ ·IJ · I I~ 1·77ii~?,:::~~ 

NKG 1 . 271 ~g: g~; I · 820~g: ~~~ l-tl55~g~ :·:~ 1-(i!itl~g: :~~ I · 52G~:~: g~~ 

The average age parameter of n. shower at. a particnlnr size is given hy 

- ~ 2w·.· j'.J 
S= L .. 2 _'.J.2 S,J('r)1·,b·, 

ij I J . 1 i ,., 
(4) 

whE're (r;, rJ) is the radial distance interval within which the radial age para111eters 
are me<:umred experiment ally. all(\ wu is the statistical weight. factor of that 
part.iculm- radial distann~ bin ('i., j). 
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According to electron-photon ca~ca.dc theory, the l>hower age is 

S(tlwor.) =3t/[t +2lu(J.!,'u/eu) +2luzj, (5) 

where Eo= 0·08·12 GcV is the critical energy of an dectrou in air, t h; the air 
depth ii1 radiation length:;, .Eo i:; the prilllnry energy .and. z = ·rj1·u· The average 
valul's nt dill'crcnt shower si~e::; are found in the following way: 

Gt ;·:;~ 
:S'(thcor.) = .:.t -· .·J z <lz/[t -1- 2111 (No/ cu) + 2111 zj. 

~2 ~ 1 Zl . ' 

(G) 

.The average mdialng~~H S(HL) nnd S(NKG), determined from (4) using equations 
(2) and (3) for the IIL and NKG lateral structure functions, are compared with 
the theoretical average values in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of average radial ages with the theoretical average for 
three shower sizes 

S(HL) 
S(NKG) 
S( tlu.m.) 

5·3x104 

1·494 
1. 70~~ 
1·517 

1·2X105 

1·4!)3 
1·324 
1·434 

(2b) Measurement of Age Pammete1· from Elcctmn Dens·ity Data 

1·2x10G 

] ·73:3 
1 .• 17(; 

1·325 

The ;x2-minimisation technique using the gradient search method has been 
used to fit the measured electron densities of individual showers to the chosen 
interpolation .function. The distribution of measured shower age for a sample of 
8651 showers in the size range 104 ' 3-106 ' 2 is shown in Fig. 2. Experimentally 
measured shower ages are compared with those oL the Moscow group (quoted in 
Capdevielle and Gawin 1985) in Table 3. 

3. Effect of Age Parameter on Lateral StructUre 

The radial electron densities p, memmrcd 1tt various radial points iu a gw11p 
of 893 showers in lhe si:t.c intervals (u--G·G)x10'1, (1-l·u)xlOli and (l-l·G)x10°, 
and with the age distribution shown in Fig. 2, arc presented in Figs :3, 4 and 
5. The fixed size showers of ages li differing by rv() ·1 Ul'C dh;tinguishable only 
in the data at small core distances, as is made evident. in t.hcsc mdiul eleclnm 
dem;it.y di:;lrilmt.ions. 

The observed showers belonging to the age distribution in Fig. 2 arn shown 
in Fig. 6 as a diHt.rihut.iou of Hlaowcr si:t.e N" iu Hlwwur age :S. The error !Jars 
repre::;cut the standard errors iu the Illcttu 8. SLauclanl deviatious· arc slaowu iu 
the same figure. The plot shows that the age of the electron cascade in a shower 
ob::;erved in a vertical direction nt smt level decreases with an iucreusc in shower 
size. The theoretical <'aknlni.ionH on t.lais 1\·u.t.l!r<' JI.iVPII l•.v C!npdPvi,.ll•· """ ( l11V1i11 
(I!IH',!) fllld IIIP "·~l"'tilltntdcd l<'<•tdl.t• <>I l.lw 1\i-<'lt<~ V,tiiiiJc (J.lill'il d. ttl. J!JKl) ill'<: 

shown iu tho ~nuw ligun• . 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of shower age measured by x.2 winimis~tion (total 8651 showers). 

Table 3. Comparison of present experimental Hhower ages with those of the 
Moscow group (quoted in Capdevielle and Gawin 1985) 

Present 
Moscow 

4. Discussion 

l·l!J 
!tl2<i 

l·Hi 
1·068 

1·2X 106 

1·00. 
0·024 

The age panuneter of co~mic ray exteu~ive air showers has been the subject 
of further study in recent years. It has been used (Idenden 1990; Cheung and 
IvincKeowu l!l87; Samor:-;1\i and St.allllll L!JH:I) t.o di:-;t.in).';lli:>h h!!l.wccll nltra-hiJ!;II
energy photon-initiated showers and charged cosmic ruy purtide-iuiti~tted showers. 

Some workers (Harn ct al. 1 !J8:\; Smmki 1 !J71; Capdevielle and Gnwiu 1 !J82, 1 !J8G; 
Dai et al. 1990) have u~ed the radial ·age panuuuter in t.he ~how:~r aualy:.;i:.;, i11 
addition tq the lougitudiual age, to describe tho longitudinal clovclopweut ·of tlto 
shower in the atmosphere. In the present work, it has been shown that the 
average of the radial shower age at different radial diHtauces over the whole 
shower disk is almost identical to the theoretical average value of the shower 
age, a.S given by electron-photon cascade theory. The age vah.w of a particular 
shower group determined by the x2-lltillilllhmtioll l.ecillliri'Je .iH d(~jHnl<lclll. Oil t!Je 
shower-detecting area and the detector spaeiug. A comparison i~ :-;lwwu iu Table :l 
for the present work and the 1\lo:>cow experiment., which had nearly the same 
detecting area. as in the present. expmimenl:. 

The shower age llWCll:illl'('d by till' x:.!-JIIillillli:·mt.ioll t.edlltique lias h(~eJI liHed 
as a parameter to show the measured radial clecl.rou deu:-;it.y dist.tilmt.iultK in 
Figs 3, 4 and 5 for t.hn'c shower size groups, (~ad1 wit.h difl'enmt. agn vahws. 
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These results e:u·e in agreement with expectation (Hillas and Lapikens 1077). A 
reconfirmation of the ee:u·licr results on the variation of the shower age meac;ured 
by the minimisation technique with !::ihowcr !::iize published by the Akeuo group 
(Hara et al. 1981) and Clay et al. (1981) i!::i also given in the present wo<k for 
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vertically incident ::;howcrs. As can be seen from Fig. 6, a shower of given size 
developing in the vertical direction over one attenuation length (i\ = 112 g cm-2 

for Ne;::: 5x105 , Sasald 1971) increases in age by -:v0·07. This result is in good 
agreement with that measured (0·06/100 gcm-2 , by.Clay et al. (1981) and that 
from the measurements of Hara et al. (1981) in the shower size range 105-106 . 

A similar trend was obtained by Capdevielle a:nd Gawin (1982) for two models, 
as shown also in Fig. 6. The present results on the variation of shower age with 
radial distance a,nd with shower size are in accordance with the predictions of 
the electron-photon cascade theory. 
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A New Lateral Distribution Function for Electrons m Extensive 
Air Showers (EAS) Detected near Sea Level. 
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(ricevuto il 5 Luglio 1994; revisionato il 13 Marzo 1995; approvato il 7 Aprile 1995) 

Summary.- A detailed analysis of Extensive Air Showers in the size range 104-IOn 
particles detected near sea level has yielded a new distribution function for the 
radial distribution of EAS electrons. The goodness-of-fit criteria applied to the 
present ·and already existing similar distribution functions con.firm that the present 
function is appropriate in EAS at radial d~stances beyond 20 m from the shower 
a.:cis. 

PACS 94.40.My - Cascade studies (e.g., extensive air showers). 

'---~-------------·-------·----------------J 

1. - Introduction. 

There has been a numlwr of recent Rtudiet> on the lateral ~-;tructure of Cm;mic-Ray 
Extensive Air Showers (EAS) with a view to distinguishing between Primary
Cosmic-Ray (l>CR) protons or nuclei-initiated EAS and ultra-high-energy cosmic 
gamma-ray photon-initiated EAS. In both kin<b of EAS a photon-eleelron cascad<~ 
develops to~etlwr with a nucleon cascade lon~itudinally fi'Om the atmospheriC' depths 
to which the initiatin~ pa1"ticles penetrate to make their !in;L nuclear eollisions. A 
photon-eleetron ea:-;l'ade in EAS with J·~idial symmdry is dm;eribed laterally al a 
distance I' from tlw EAS axis by expre~1sing· the shower partiele dt~nsity· J(1·) by 

(1) N . I J(l') = --/('1' 'I' s) 
•). 0' ' 

l'(j . 

with the shower particle density defined as 

J(·l') = JN ' ., I I ' (1'1;)2;;(1' '1'0 )d(r ·r0 ) 

where N is the total numbe1· of pmticles (size) in EAS; j'( '1'/'rn, s) lhe l<~te1·al sirueiure 
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function of the EAS; .~ the age of the electron-photon cusca<ie in the EAS and ro the 
unit of clistancC' l'ho:-~l'n !'ot• mcu:-~ul'ing the mdial distance of' any point in EAS from the 
EAS axis. 

An cx:wt !'onn ol' tlw l'undionf(r/J'0 , .... ) i:-~ neeeHsm·y to determine the I•;As para
meter:::; (shower axi:::; location cooniinates (:1:0 , '1/o ), shower size N, and shower age ~;) 
from a number of measured densitie:-~ J(r) at various radial distances r from the EAS 
a. xis. 

A critical analysis of several forms off(?'/r0 , s) used in EAS work in the last four 
decades was given by Basak et al. ]1]. The form of/( rjr0 , s) referred to as N KG 
distribution function was first introduced hy Greh·wn [2] to n!pr·osel_ll the thecll'etical 
results of Nishimura and Kamata[3j. The various forms ot'f(r/r0 ,s) in use[4] are the 
NKG form and the different modifications r5-18] of the NKG form to take care of the 
discrepancies with measurement of J('l') vs. ·J' observed over a wide range of r. 

The purpose of tlw present paper is to determine, from the experimentally 
observed latet·al partiek• dt>n:-~ity di:-~tribution, the radial rangel'; in which three 
extensively used forms off ( 1'/1'0 , ,.; ) are valid on the basis of rigorous "goodness of fit, 
criterion. A new form for f(l'/1·0 , ~)has also been derived ft·om such analysis of the 
observed sea level EAS data on J(r) in individual EAS. 

2. - EAS data c(Jllection and method of analysis. 

A closely packt•d \\'t>ll-clt•l'int•cl EAS atTay opet·aling rwm· sea level al lhe N orlh 
Bengal Uniwr::;ity (:W 0 ·15' N) has ;~f) unshielded scinUilation ·del!!cLors to measw·e 
shower particle dens it~· J( 1·) in individual EAS. Eight (8) of these detectors are used 
to measure r'l'latiw tinw delays lwtwt•tm their output pulsus to tloltwminu the m·r·ival 
dil'l>dion::~ of the detl'l'tl•d EAS. The angular accuracy in direction measurement is 
\\ithin 2 o and tlw t'ITOI' in· tlw EAS axil:'l loeation is about I m. 

The shO\\'l'l' parameter~:\ m·c dctct•mincd by fitting a chosen fnnction f(-r/'r0 , ~;) to 
t lw obi:il'l'H'd radial dis! ribulion of !Ill' dl•nsitios J( r) I>,Y minirni;o~ing with l'l!llpoel to 
Pilch of thl' sllll\\'t'l' pat·anwtt>I'S i:iimult.aneow;l,v the ontit,y clel'inecl as 

II 

., N "' W ' J . ., X- (.l'o , 1/o • • s) = L, ; ( J i - i )·- · 
i I . 

Hel'l' Jj', J)' an• tlw ollst>J'Vt>d and !'Xpt>l'l.t>d pm'lil'h! d!!nsitil!!' at the i-th ddc!dor in 
tlw EAS atTa~· and till' \\'l'ij.!:hl f'al'lor· IV, of' till' i-t.h lhon:-:ity data point. i:-: t.lw inVI!I'SI! of 
the \'at·iance of the i-th 'point dt•nsity Jj'. If Lhe f'iLLing 1\mction /(·r/r11 , H) is chosen 
nppropriah'l~· to pn'dict dl•nsilil'H Jj'(r), a good fit ol' /( r/1·11 , H) to l.lH! ohsC!l'Vt!d 
densities J i' (I') can be obtained by minimizing x~ and hence. the constants and 
parameters in the t1ttinj.'; fund ion can be determined. The number of' data points ir1 an 
EAS is denoted bJ• 11. 

The method of sem·ching· for the minimum value of x:! (;l'11 , !f 11 , N, s) with t'C!SfH!el. t.o 
eaeh of the EAS paraml'tet·s :-~imultaneously iH Uw gr·adic!nt smtreh method in the 
direction of steepest de::;cent. F'or fitting the ob:-;er-vcd density J" ('!') vH. 1· clistrihut.ion 
in indi\'idual EAS, thn•l' forms of tlw l'urwt.ion /(J/r11 , 11) have lH!l'll Lric!d. Th!!Hl! are: 
NKG function .f~Kt;(l'/1'0 ,s)]2], Hi!laR !'unction .fj1('1'/r0 ,s)]14] and Capdevielle 
function .f~· ( r/1"0 . .s) ]lfi 1. Tlw slt'('pest-tksell!1L iteratiVt! proct!SH of' minimi:~.ing x~ was 
done by the gradient search method and when t.he minimum of the /-hypersurface 
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was attained the gradient was reduced to one-half of its former value. _1'his procedure 
was repeated until the x:!-vahw between two succcsHivc stcpH was close enough to a 
preassigned value. 

3. - Results. 

Results of a sample of Honw live thou:,;and recorded l~AH events with more than 
50'7c dctt:>t'tor~:~ registcr·ing particle dmu;itim; have been analysed shower-size-wise by 
the standard ;/ minimization procedure discussed above in sect. 2. The mean of the 
minimum of the x:!-values represents the goodness of fit of the obRerved density 
distribution of particles in EAS of given size to the titting function chosen to describe 
the data. 

3"1. Least-squaw .fitting to the olmet·ved dmu!if:/1 .:l 0 (·t•) du.tn, ·turi'l'l.g NI<G .fu.nction 
.fNKo(r/l"th s) .tb1· J~(l').- 'rhe ::;hower parameters Nand 11 determined on the basis of 
.t:-.KG(r/ro, s) (eq. (3)) are given in table I. 

(3) N N [ ( 1• )" - 2 ( r )'" - 4.o] Je(r) = -;;.fN'r..!;(r/r0 , s) =-;; C(s) - 1 +- , 
'~'o ·ro ·ro ro 

where the photon-electron cascade parameter s is a measure of the development of 
EAS down to the depth of observation in the atmosphere. Theoretically this shower 
age parameter· s is a function of depth t (measured in radiation unit), the energy of the 
initiating particle and the radial range r of an gAS. C(~) is the normalization constant 
to be determined by the fitting procedure, r0 == 79 m (Moliere unit of displacement at 
sea level). 

The observed probability distribution Px corresponding to v degrees of freedom 
for the reduced chi square x; ( = x2 /v) for a given shower size over the whole radial 
range is shown in fig. 1 and for the range 0-20 m in fig. 2. 

3"2. Lea.st-squm·e fittiug to the density J 0 
( r) data using Hillas function 

fH(rjr0, s).- The observed probability distribution for the reduced x~ for the same 
shower size is given in fig. 3 anrl fig. 4 when .fi1 (·r/1·0, :-;) (derived frorn Monte Carlo 
simulation data) given below (eq. (4)) was used ·for fitting the EAS density data 

N N[ ('I")"Jitl~(s-11( ·r)bJib"(s··IJ] 
(4) J~(1·) = -:;.fi1 (r/r0, .~) = ~ C(s) - 1 + - , 

1"6. l"t) l'o '1'11 

where the conHtant~ r0, a 1, a~, 1! 1, /J~ are the f"iLting r><u·;mwters. 

Range of estimated 
shO\\"l~l' size N 
(No. of particles) 

(1-5)·W 
t5-m·t0·1 

(1-5)·10" 

·-------

Radial J'ang-c• of 
den1:1it.y J" ( 1·) 
(memmrcment in mctre1:1) 

0-120 
0-120 
0-120 

Rang'C! of 
beHt-lit.Ung value:-; 
or ); 
O.!J0-1.:~5 

O.!J0-1 .:!G 
O.!JO-I.afi 
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~ x,. 

Fig. 1. ·• The ob~et·ved pt·obabilit.y dh.;tt·ibution /'x f'ot• t,lw t•educed ehi Hquare ;.;; UHing the NKU 
function ii1 thE' radial rang-e 0-120 m. 

2 r-'-------

1 

0 
0 

~l . 
J ' J L ' 1 '---~--' I 
1 2 3 4 

2 x,. 
Fig. 2. -- Saml' as in !ig. 1, but fm· the radial •·ang-P 0-:W m. 

p:r 
I 

'[ 
I 

oL ..... 
() 

., 
x.~ 

Fig. :3. - Same a,.; in tig-. 1, but u,.;ing- H ilia,.; f'unetion. 
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2r---------------------------------------------~ 

ol_ 
() 

Jil 
-·- _ _j__ --L ____ ___,__ _ __J__ ___ -'-------

1 2 3 ., 
.{',. 

Fig. 4. - Same as in fig. 1, but using Hillas function in the 1·adial t'ange 0-20 m. 

• 

3'3. Lcast-squa I'<' fitt i 11g to I lie de11sity J" (r) data. u .. -;iny ./(: ('l/r11 , s ). - Capdcvielle 
et al. [15] assumed that the ~bower age parameter in the fitting function should be the 
"effective age» for radial development of shower and defined it as 

(5) fOI' '/' :S 150 Ill 

wlwn' s1 i::; thl' longitudinal agl' paranwt.e1· at the level ot' obse1·vaLion and a, (j, s1 are 
constants at sea level for a given shower size. 

The ob~erved probability distribution for the reduced x: for Lhc ~mme showe1· Hize 
using the .f~·(l-/1'0 , s) (eq. (li)) for fitting the densil,Y data is given in fig. !) and 
tig. ti. 

(6) N N [ ( r )'t•·J :! ( ·r )"t•·J ~.f'] J"(l') = ~.1~·(1'/1·0 , s) = ~ C(s) - I+ - , 
·1·0 'l'<i ·1·0 1·0 . 

where l'o = 79 111 (Moliere unit of displacement aL sea level). 'l'he :-;ummai'.Y of' x~ 
results from the distribution in tig. 2 to li and similm· s11ch othm· distt·ihutions (not 
shown) m·e given in table 11 and lll. 

1 

0 
0 1 2 

x,. 
Fig-. :i. - Sanw a~ in fig-. 1. but u,;ing- Capd!'\'il'lll' f'unetion. 

/ 
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2 

1 

0 . 
0 l 4 

Fig. 6. - Same as in lig. I, but using Capdevielle function in lhe radial t·ange 0-:,w m. 

'l'AIII.E II.-- Meun 1'(1///('S I(( lilt' l'r•r/1(('('" x~.fhnn.fi.u. i, a mul Gjin· tlw rli.~/.'rli.Ju.t·ionfu:nc;/;irJ'nH 
(fo1· EAS radial mnoe 0-120 m), 

.fi1 (·r/1'11 , N) P1·oposed .f' (r/r11 , .~) 

1.81 1.77 1.80 1.72 

TABLE III. - Men11 I'U/1/t'll 411H~ l'('dnced x~ ·in dijj'e")'(Jnt md·ial mnges -in EA.Sfi>r dist·ribut·iun 
ftwctions. 

EAS radial 
ranges in 
metres 

0-20 
20-80 
80-120 

1.77 
1.7!1 
1.83 

1.82 
1.77 
1.55 

4. - Proposed radial distribution function. 

1.80 
1.7(i 
1.82 

Proposed 
function 
(eq. (7)) 

1.83 
1.77 
1.45 

The present shower ctat.a have also been analysect by using a new distribution 
function f' (r/r0 , s) (proposect) (eq. (7)) which incorporates two features: 

l) the dependence of radial t-\howel' age on radial distance and 

2) the unit of' distnnre 1·11 ito~ tul~en ns the pm·umetm• of tho liWng funl!tlon lnHtqucl 
of ehoosing I'm• it u constant value of' 7!J 111 (MolieJ·e unit of displacement at soa 
level). 

. N N [ ( .1• ) o.r.:; 1 l.f>H•t •·> 1 > ( !_~ ) . :1.a11 1 1>.111 Cxl r> 
(7) J''(l')= :;_f'(l'/1'0, s)= ·--; C(s) -:- . I+ 

I t1 I o lo "l'u 

where s(r) =;.:;In {3(1'/1'0 ) + !!1, for 1· ~ 150m. He1·e ·r0 , a,(; ancl s1 are the fitting 
parameters. 
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H
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\_ -- -
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0 1 2 " 3 4 

x,. 
Fig. i. - Same as in tig. 1. but u::;ing the pi"Opo;;ed function. 

-1 
""l 

lr l 
' 

l_l, 
I. 

I 
Ot__ __ -·- _L.__ 

-~---'- . -- I 

0 ~ :l 1 ., 
x .. 

Fig. S. - Same a:; in fig. !, hut u,.;ing t lw pt·opo:-;Pd funl'tiun in Lh!! t•aclial range 0-20 rn. 

Some results for the probability clii>tl'ibution fo1· x~ using e(j. (7) are shown in fig. 7 
and tig. 8. The mean values of x~ I'm· the sanw showt!t' :dhe in the whole region and in 
three different radial ranges 0-20 m, 20-~0 m, ~0-120 m are given in table I I and Ill, 
l'l'Spt'Ctin'ly. -

5. - Disl'ussion and l'OIH:Iusion. 

It is lleCl'SSal'~' to tom•h upon a fpw points in eolltll'l'l.ion with Ute pn!Sl!llL air 
shower measurements and analysh;. The tram;ition effect ari::;ing from multiplication 
or absorption (absorption is pt·t•dominant. ovl't' mult.iplieat.ion) of t;hoWt!l,' particles in 
the tinite thickness of a plastic scintillator in a ctensity detector of the EAH al'!'ay was 
taken into account by Clll'l'Pcting the ob:wrved den::-;ity in t.he mannm· diHcussed 
prl'viously by Basak cf al. II, 1!l I and A::;akimol'i t'f. ul. 117, I~ 1. Tho shape or the 
a\'erage lateral cti~tribution function and Llw valtw of' Llw lot·al ~!towel' a~e pararneter 
s measured ll, lli-18j by Ut'ing thin pla:::;tie ::;cintillat.on; i::; not much dependent on Lhe 
tran::.ition effect near corp::-; of show PI'::-\ in Llw :::;ize range ~ I or, parUcles. 
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The cores of EAS striking the deteding points within the well-defined periphery 
of the EAS array were located by fitting the measured particle densities registered at 
the struck detl•etors to eq. (:)) for interpolation of the. nwa::;unHI clem;ity reading::;. It 
has been checked that shower cores thus located are insensitive to the interpolation 
funetion ehosen. With a l'lose-pal'lwrl (small deteelor ::;pacing) well-dcf'ined detector 
array as in the present experiment, the uncertainty in the shower core location from 
the measured density reading-s is expected to be minimum compared to what is 
expected from a detector arrangement with large spacings. 

The weighting factor Wi in eq. (2) is the inverse of the variance '7T (which describes 
the uncertainty of tlw i-th data point evaluated hy a::;::;uming Poh;son distl"ibution). 
Consequently the tits obtained with different lateral distribution function (l.d.fs) will 
not depend on the deleetm· spaeing of an array with well-defined pet·imcter, the 
weighting factor wi and the shower core location procedure. 

To obtuin u fit of tlw uwasurl'd dem~it.v data of' a recorded I•;As event to a filling 
function (!.d.l) with several parameters, the gradient search method of least squares 
was used for determining simultaneom;ly the optimum values of' the parameters 
which giYe a minimum to the function x2 (eq. (2)) defined with that l.d.f. This 

-1 
10 -- • ·-- 1. --- .•. --·-

10° 10
1 

rlm) 

Fig. ~). - Obser\"ed latl'l"ai PIL'L"tl"on dL•nsity distl·ihution along with Uw theoretical dh;Lributions 
using Hillas (dashed line). CapdcYil'ile (dot-daRhed line) and the pi"Oposed function (dotted line) in 
tlw radial rangl' 0-120 m. N = !i · Ill';. N = 1.2fi. 
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procedure is expected to obtain a best tit for the multiparameter l.d.f to a large 
number of density readings in a registered EAS event from a large sample of EAS of 
ti:xed size N. The probability dist1·ibution J'ot• x~ as well as the ;c:!-values found in the 
present work by the gradient sem·ch method ;u-e larger than the expected values due 
to large intrinsic t1uctuations from shower to shower and random sample of density 
data of an individual EAS with small values of «sample Rtandanl deviation '7 ;". The 
error in attaining X ~-minima by the gradient search with :;teepest-descent iterative 
procedure adopted in the present work may contribute to the size of x2-near minima. 

The results of the fit with different l.d.fs are shown in fig. 9 to indicate the extent 
to which the present experimental data could discriminate them. · 

It is seen from table II that ./i 1 ( 1'/ 1'11 , .'1) among the thn~e clh;t.r·ibutions UNI(c;, ./i 1, ./(:) 

considered above is the best tit to the observed density distribution in the whole 
0-120 m radial range of EAS. The results of the reduced x~ test (table III) for the 
three successive smaller radial ranges in an EAS of' the same size as that used in table 
II ~how n nu·~·ing degree o!' gooclnm.;~:~ ot' t1t of the obsm·ved data to the same fitting 
function. Whereas }NKG ( r/ l'o, ~<) represents a gooc\ fit to 0-20 m radial range, in the 
20-80 m radial range .fc ("r/1·0 , s) shows a slight improvement over .fi1 ( r /r0 , .s) which is 
best in the 80-120 m range. None of these three functioni.li form,; can give a 
reasonably good fit to the observed data in the whole range 0-120 m. 

The choice of 1"1( I') variation with I' and the choice of "l'o m; an adjustable parameter 
of the fitting function in place of Moliere unit of displacement at sea level are adjusted 
in the radial range 20-80 m and K0-120 m. In the H0-120 m r·ange the function unclm· 
eq. (7) gives the better fit to the observed data <x~ = 1.45) than the fits obtained by 
other functions (eq. (1) to (::l)). The result of the x~-test (table 11) made over the whole 
shower range 0-120 m shows that the proposed function (eq. (7)) is better than any 
other fitting functions considered above. 

'l'lw measuJ'l'<l ag·l' plll'anwtl'l' .~ (table !) ol' an l!:A~ ot' givon si;~,c is Lhn nwan ot' th<! 
x-values obtainect at the x~ minima u~:~ing eq. (:n o1· eq. (4) as Lht~ lilting funct.icm. Tlw 
relation between the vahws of s and :;1 value~:~ obtained by the analysiH w;ing eq. (7) as 
the fitting function is 

(8) 111 ==II+.~,. , for 'I':::::: 1::!0 m, 

\\ith Sc = 0.15-0.3. 
This experimental relation has been obtained from the analysis over the radial 

range 0-120 m in muon-1'i('h normal EAS init.iat.(•d pl'('Slllll:dlly by !'Cit protons o1· 
nuclei. Howe\'er this form is applicable to recorded BAS events of similar showe1· size 
haYing arriYal directions from sJweitie stdlar point soure<!k of ultr·a-high-t~nergy 
gamma-ray photons. From t IH' nwasun~d s-vahu•s or stl('h !•:As events, OlH! can 
determine 1"11 values f1·om 1·elation (.S). This delennination together with a deter·mina
tion of muon ~iZl' and hndt·on sizl' ::->imu!UtJH•ously in sueh !•:AS may un:unbiguow;ly 
identify such events as ulti'<\-high-energy gamnuH:ay pholon-init.iated events .. ThiH 
relation gives a Comparison of the pel'l'ormance OJ' tJw ]JI"O]JOSed function (eq. (7)) with 
the NKG function or Hil!m.; function in tennH of the mea~;m·ecl hmhriluclinul age pam
meter s1 and the meas\\red :; which t·epresent~:~ the shower age parameter of a given 
shower size that one obtains from a best fit of the <lata with .f'~mn<·r/ru, H) Ol' .f11 (r/r11 , H). 

Recently the late1·al distributions of particles in simulatqd EAS have alHo been 
studiect by using cosmic atomi(' nuclei and cosmic gamma-ray phot.oriH [14, l!J, 20]. In 
the simulation work of Mikoeki l'f a!., the lateral distribution of particles in F~AS of 
size range 105-10'; particles at sea level was' studied using NKG formula (eq. (:3)) as 
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the fitting function. Their x; test for the simulation over the radial range 0-100 m 
yielded, at the minimum value of x; ( = 6) and the fitting parameters, r 0 = 41 m and 
s = 1.29-1.35. These results show that fNKG (rjr0 , s) is not an appropriate fitting 
function for the observed J(1·) distribution over a wide radial range in EAS. 

· In conclusion it may be stated that the proposed function for radial particle 
density distribution in EAS can be applied to analyse small- and medium-size EAS of 
the radial range extending to 120 m at least. It can be a~so used to derive the 
longitudinal age parameter s1 from the measured shower age parameters 8. 
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ABSTRAC'r 

In thl'! HKG fcarmulf\ two defeot.s have been iden
tified. Firstl:.r it is found that the age parameter 
increases with distance & secondly Moliere radil.ls 
is somewhat:. less than what was expected. Pifferent 
modi ficatiorw "'"'re propooed 'by various authors by 
considering one of the above defects .. This paper 
takes into consideration botb the defec"t<s simultane
ously & claims to obtain better results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ln the studies of Cosmic Rays ,the most used 
lateral distribution f•.tnction for the SI'"Jft component~ 
of the EAS,. ir; the NKG. forrnl.lla which is giv~n Ly 

,0( r) =c{ s) {N/rm2 ) ( r/rm) ( s-2 ) ( l+r/rm) ( s-4 :. 5 ) ( 1) 

Here the Moliere radius rm =80 m.l:lowever by using the 
Monte Carlo method Allan et a.l ( 19'7f•) first noteri 
that the widths of the r;howers are ver:.r m•Jch lesf; 
tht1n that given by NKG formule.-The renults of MesseJ 
& Crawford (1970) were .quite wrong. Hillas et al 
( 1977) <::arried on Monte Carlo calculot.ions by us in .. ~ 
several new factors which were not used ·in earlier 
calculations. They found that the spreud of tb..:: 
shower is narrowF.:r &. the lt1teral dir;t.ribution of 
electrr.ms fit the following formula. 

f'(r)~·~(t3Hl/rh2(r/rh)a ;a <s-:ll(l+r/rh)L +b (rJ-1) (2) 

Here the radhu;; C•f t,he .:\ir.;Q t'h=24m i.e.' nef\rl~ l/4 
of Moliere radius.Buch eff~oto were alDO nbD~rved b~ 
Lasutir1 et. t1l (lflniJ,Hilltw (19131) crit.ed Pf\Perr; to 
claim that hiG simulation rer;ults tagrF.!c Wr!!ll. with 
the calct.llationG of the La4Ntin. 

Some other authors, likF.l Linr;l~y'J et al (1962), 
have t.6ken int.o r:onr;;ideration the {fffr::r.:t of tb~ 
Zenith ~ng]e. Another line of thinking arose b~ 
Mi:.rak•~ ~t. ed (1~68) ttrtri K'dr;t.ian!i••n (!'i;l7l).Th.:-~· 
prop<):l~<i thrlt e. :;ittSle llS:':l pat·amet':lr ir; ins•.1fficient 
t.r• d<:<r.;r::ribe t.be ltti.erul dir;trib•Jt.'ir.m of e)ec1:•rons. 
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Linsley (ltJ7:;1),.!\guii-r~ (1W7~1) & r•ort.er (1973) 
have b~en not.ioed 1:-h.at the <u:!~'- Pb.re~ru.;ot.er inr.;retwer; 
with distance and i.t wp confirmed by Kristiansen et 
al (1875) and Kawaguch (1975). Capd·evielle. et al 
(-1977) have consido:r~d .hifl pr>int in d~taiL By simu
lation and from the ~xperimental results of the. 
Tien-Shan ,.,x-perim~nt. he concluded that the age 
pttrameter Vt1rieo wit:J the diotttnce ar.;r.:ordinS to thE-~ 
form,,~la 

150m>r>15m ( 3) 

and the lateral distribution function becomes 

p<r)=c(s)N/rm2 <rlrm) 8 (r)-Z(l+r/rm) 5 (r)- 4 · 5 (41 

2.PROPOSED LATERAL DISTRIBUTlON FUNCTION 

l t is found that. ·NKG function r;t.i ll remain as 
basis of all other distribution funotions.Others 
only 10odified it-.ln the pre['ent work all the t-hre~;-. 
curve~~ viz. the NKG,t.be !lillt~t; and tbe Cbpdevie11~· 
are fitted with the r;hower data availabl'e in the ~mr; 
Cosmic Ray Reseetroh Cent.re. It. is fo1.md that Hi llet~; 
function fit-T-ed better than NKG at a large diatanoe 
from the core of the axis of the shower where as the 
Capdevielle distributibn fittbd bett~r fot a smaller 
distance.So there are some discrepancies in the NKG 
function. It can be at'Sued that if the discrepancy is 
due to the effeot of the Moliere rttd ius then the 
Hillas distribution would be ftppropriate .On the 
other hand if the variet.ion of the >:lfte. paramet-er 
with dist-ance is responr;ibiiO' f•)r the dir;erepaney 
tber. thfJ Capdevielle f•.mction wr)IJld ·be appropriate. 
Mort:over t.b~ Hilltts di~;t_.ribut.jorJ rnnke::' tho:- o•.1rv·· 
steeper in the regions far away from th~ axiG and 
the Ct,pdoviellf.:: dist-ributiur, mt'\kf~~; it. f;l-eepf.::r neur 
~he nxis. Hence ther~ w~Jld be no a~biguitY in 
finding out the factors r~sponsible for the departu-
re from the NKG function. ' 

Hence a new forrn1.l) a is prrJpr:rr;ed whieb inoludes 
both the above features and ir.; given by 

p(ri=c (,) N I ro 2 ( r I ro) t~ s. -t e. a ( s ( r) -1) ( 1 + r /r o) bs, + b:z. ( s ( r) -1 ) 

1:1nd s ( r) =c:(lnfH t•/t' 0 J +st 

wher~ al=-0.5,az=l.54,bl=-3.39,b2=0 and r 0 =30 m 
&N, r,o(,~S..f>t: are the para1neter· to be fitted 

:' HE~:;!) L 'l'S 
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di.ffer~nt d~-~trlbl.lt·lOn fl.lllCt.lr•rw and t:.tv:: .Vt:lrlt:ltlC•n 
0f dg~ l>l:lrt\Ull:;t.er W l t.ll d p; t.t\rp:r_;, ulrl·Ullll_·rj f' rr;rru· t,llr; 
data available in the NBU Cosmic Ray Res~uroh Cent~e 
are displayed in Fig 1 and Fig 2 respectivoly. 

. ~ • 1 J;he averege value~ 
KG: \of X-dist..riout:ion fc•r 

~ N differ~nt dir.trib•;tion 
PROPOSED If . . -

I -.__ CAPD£VIELIE'\T~~~~~~ 10~18 a~~:t t:~~ve~a~~~ 
-+--.. "-_ H 1 LLAS for thG Propr.med fun•::t-

~' iun is displayed in Fig 

~~ •diutribution funct.iun "i''-j"'\ -3. To find out whioh 

~fits better in whioh 
·region,the whole dista-

'\ . nrJe ir.; . devi<;led into 
t. ·three r;egy,entr.: and t:.he 

·~,• 1 reduced r .diotribution 
-" \ if.l a l no c:t~l cn.1l f\t.ed for 
•• different' distributions. 
·::j. lTbe results if3 giver, in 
f\ Tabl€: 2.Thut_; i1 .. i:.: 

!found that NKG function. 
:capdevielle function 
:and t.he Pro_posed funct. -

I ion fi t.r;' better thtm 
<;~ther funct-iorw in -r:.hr: 

~ (0-20)m, ( 20-80)m and 
i(80-120)m range reopec-

L ;, \tively, ln tb"' ·\20-120)rn 
• T'- res i tJI'I ' the ' Propm:;ed 
.. ___jfuncti.on f1to bf:.t.t.<~r 

, ~ .. ,------'-,oo-- than other fun•~tionf> 

Fig.i: La.ter~L distrib~A

t\on of elect'ro71,5;. 

!iCJwev~r in t.hr:: ( 0 · 201 ru 
region the Proposed 
f\mction doe~ n1:.t fit. 
well. 

!'unci;. ion 
J.,'-

D lSTANCE 
NKG 

HILLAS 
CAP 

FHOPOS!W 

~~~1NCLLlT I ON 

Nl<G 
1. 81 

TABLE 1 
II I LLAS 

1.77 

1:ABLE 2 

CAl'. 
1.80 

PROPOSED 
1.72 

Values of cbi-square 
(0-20)m 

1.77 
1.82 
I. 80 
1 . 8:3 

(20-130)m 
1.79 
1.77 
1. 76 
1.77 

( B'-'-120 }ln 
1.8:3 
t. ~5 
1 ' t~2 
1 ' -15 

It can h.r: •.:-<.,:.; 1l~J ,,,_H~II UH1t- th~ t::-ffr::•:·t.. •:•r' 
~lr:llier··~ n'ldiur; i.o fult in t.h~ (l'l0-.-120lrn l'egirJn ~nri 
t.ht- r~duL·tion i.~ Wtill J\Wt.fied.ln t.lJt- (~~:l-fi~))ln 



.. 
,.zs 

. ·I 
I 

l·lO I 

l•f!i s 

1'10 

10 I oo . 
. Fis.2 Variation of Age parameter . 

~0------~~------~--,----------3---------~~~ ,_ .. 
Fig.3 ·:x? -dir;t.ribution. 

region the uhower ae:e Pilrt\luet.r:<rfJ vttritit.ion u:: mof.n. 
pr<:>mint:lnt.'1'he prop(JG•:d for1n of f.'h(•w•~r '-~<:' Vol"ift"t·l·<.·rr 
if; not ttP~·lh.••ttole in th·~ (io:l-~:k'l)w r·•.:.&!ic•n an•:i ht;.fl(:o· 
the fe.ilur·e of "tht:' di[:t.ri.tu..rt:.ion f1.m(n.1(··n in t.bi:; 
region take~ pl~~e. 
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M~osurement. of 1;he (!horse Hatiu of llitth l!:ner(J)' 
Muonu in Cosmio l~oy Extunllllve Air Showor(KIIU). 

l:i, K. St:~rkar, B. Gboah, N. M1.1k1"1er ,iee, S. fJnnYft J • 
A. Bhe.dra, A. M•Jkhet·jee & 1-l. Cbaudhury. · 

High Energy Cosmic Ray Ctnter 
North Bengal University 

Darjeeling , INDI/\~734430. 

ABS'l'RACT 
< 

New re::;u l t!:; •:ot meam.lrement.f.' •XI th.:: c.'h~rg~;- ·r~t. i o 
of high energ:y lfiU(•rJ~ in t:.:mruic r<~.y extenr;iv~;- :1i.r 
~:;bower (EAS) are .prefHmt.ed.ll. r;,(•mpa.rif-":>n with ~·)me 
Gimilar reGults iG given for drawing a conclusion. 

l.INTHODUCTION 

Measurement of muor1s in <:,._,muic: r>:1:.r 1!;1\G f't·•.ldier.; 
pr0vide information not only of the primary aomposi
tion b•.lt· also) on t.be c:compo~n.t..:ic•n of ltL-..drurJf,; tri t.be 
nuclear ftct.ive ca:c:cttde in· ·!11'1 EAS.At- an iwert~&!r:: 
pri.mary c:osr(lir_, t'd!' en•.,re:y p...,t· tll.l(del.•lt ,_,f 1;\lu:ot.tt. t.et1 
thou~and ~eV producing an air shower of ~ize abou~ 
-10 r'art.1cles <:~t r;r_,tt len.:l, i.he no uf t11gb ~n.,rgy 
muonG,say abovt: 5v.1 GeV,ari~'e from t.be dec:ay of 
badrQns(eg, pions,kauns &, hyperor•s) of 1:1 number of 
SlJ•::cess i ve ~enerat.:i ons fornri nl! t·.be n•.lG 1 t:'t~r act.i Vf'· 

C>iscade. Measuring the charge ratio) of t.heGe muons af; 
b funct'ion ('Jf t.hei r ent:-1r{Iy c•ne can inf~-1r the 
composition and the rela~ivc oont.ribution of 
pion, kaon and h;rperon de cu.:; toJ mt.umr;. 'rhF.l fi rnt 
mee.t;ut·t::,tne.nt. •:Jf 1;.be c•b~l'Elt;. rflt.ir.o of ~i \ r;hovte~· ll••.lc•nD 
at ~nor~y <:~rOI.md Hi! GeV is th.:tt. •)1' Dermr;,t.t.t revie•·.• 
arti.·~l.:· by K.Greif.len, Arm.li:evs.Nucle•.~r j~ci.~;~no,iP. 1(ZI 1 
1~60), 'n1e renult. for the· c:ht~r~c: t•t:~'\..ic:• of t.hir.~ 
mee.ot.a•emen t 1 f.> nett! l :; 1 . ~:1 i wJ .i ua t. i ~~~ t.tH" 1_. a. t;. lo:o~' 
enere;:,· o::harge f.lYrnlfl•)tri•:: pi•:•n produ•Jt i.•J~I if; pre · 
dom i non t. 

At. higher enere:i•:f; of btirit··~rtu, the hndron-·nu('~ leur.; 
aolli~ions in. th~ nucl0ar ca~cade,tbe kaQn and 
hyperon pr-oduction if; expec:i.~:d tu ·cont.r-ibu1.f~ t.hrotJE(h 
decay proeesn to muon~. . 

In. t.h<:! presen:t· W(•rk,tnet\f.'I.\I'O::ItlP.nt. l)ll l~igh· eriergy 
muon~ Ln EAS of s1se between -104and ~10 partic:les, 
have b~~n (!fitTied out. by •wing two r;ol id iron 
magn~t.s of MDM ~~0Y.1 GeV /(.:. Lov1 a.nd h igb er1ersy muon:,; 
in wide energy r3ng.,. ·have b~Jen recorded fl im•~ l'taneou:;
ly ttnd t.b~:: momentu111 tt~' well u~; t.he s i gr, of the charge 
•Jro eaeh muon dP-term i.no::d. 
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2.EXPEHIMENT 
r..,.tPI ccoll~~(·i.iun 1', hl'l·~l:,·:.~lf..' An t1rr-t:tY o)f 21 

closely I• !'I c.:}: e.d r•l tt~;1.1 o:: r;<· H1i..l .ll ot, 1 ron d P1 .. ~c·t.c·r~.: '" 1 1..1; 
spacing c•f nhC•\11. B Hl at :C\ sit.:- t'l"=-·~t· :',;,:;>;;. lr::'•t::·i 6 detects inc:icient. air f;bow~r of size rtm@:~;- 10-'~ 1:.•) 10 
particles over ".''t'\ e!}t.ime.te•j c0re dir:t.anoe nmg~ •)t 
about ~40 m.Th~ sHower trajectory and the size of a 
recorded shower have been determined from the measu·· 
red time delays and the distribution of radial elec
tron denGit.ies. T\'IO r.-:hielded magnet-ic:· f.!pect.rograph:;; 
installed near the oent.re of the 1'\rra.Y de't.errnir1ed 
the trajeot.orieu t.brough the t:~pectrograpbrJ of the 
muons in an incident ohower.The trajectories of both 
1 ow and h iSh energy rnuorw in the rtmSe 2, .f., t.o ~·00 
GeV have been rer.orded Gim,o~ltaneously. 

3.RESULTG 
some t:.wo) t.bo:ousand ::;ix h':mdred muon:;; "''in th~ 

recorded air sbov1ers in the s1ze range,..., 10 t.o- H:r 
particles have been so far recorded.An analysis has 
been made t.o obt.tdn the radial dist.ribut.ion, t.he 

. l I 

'e OOl 

> 
~ 

;; 
r ... 
0 

fig.l:Radial di::;1;.ribu-
tion of m\ton fit. di ffr;~r•:m1·. 
m1..10n t.hrer..:hold energi~s : 
2.5 GeV. (0), 11.3 G~V. (X), 
2 5 . 5 G e V , (A ) , f, ~i . 'I (l t' V . ( e ) 
for show~r of oizn 
Ne ,.... 1 . f, X 10 4 
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energy spectru~ at 
certain radial d~stan
ces and t.he charse 
ratio of rnuons. Som~ 
repres~ntative•exampl
es of muon radial dis
tribution and energy 
spectrum are r:hown in 
fig.1 & 2.The present 
results op the charge 
ratio with momentum 
are shown graphically 
in fig. 3. -It if.; found 
that t.h~ mu•)n chan~;e 
ratio has a value clo
se t.o 1 up't.o the rn11on 
ener~y of about 20 
GeV.Above this energy, 
the oharge ratio in
cr·eases to:o 11tonqt. 1. 2~· 
aro•.md the m1~on enerS!' 
of about 4M!l GeV. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In fig.4 a oc~pa
riaon iG 6\:iveri r.•f th~ 
pre~ent. re:3ulL.G wi t:.h 

similar results of few 
earlier rnF.Pis•~romont.o 
on the m\..10[,· chat"(!e 
ratio. The most of the 
data points ~have 

•• 0 
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about muc~ energy of 25 GeV, except those of Hawkes 
et al. show a trend for the muon cha~ge ratio rising 
with increaf;ing energy. 11... tn€-urw that at sueh high 
energies the btidron-n\lcleus c.;oll i~ions i.n the 
had ron i c 08SCbde of EA5 prodt.we cbarse S:YIIlroet.ri c 

" \ ll 
l l 1 

• 1 

t l I -
0· • l 

.. - I 0 
0 zo >O 

WUO ... -.IOWlfriiTUW '"' •~/( 

Fig.3: Dependence of ~barge ratio on muo2 
momm• t.um for t:.br;, ~Jbcower :; i !~~ rang~, ,...., 104 to 10 
particles. 

t-oir:•••L' ·:J.s well af.; he6vier ll>(•t:onf; ::..nd h:.rperrJr,!; whi·~h 
genet·ate t.bruugb dec•ay "'xr:,er;r; of 'f.'OS i t .. i ve rn1.1un::;. At 
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f;u•;h h i~b ~nerEn ~=m t.he p<..•::> i 1:- .i. vf.:· '-'b>.:>.1 g•· "'xc:,tt:~s it• 
~;; imi lar t•::. tb~t f•Jl' rJiru:t le' Hl\lorw ( •.mtar;r;or.:itlt.ec:.l) 
measured recently by BaDini et al (1901). 

IOr---~------~---r----T------r----~--~------,----, 

0 ~ (e .. ,..-.o .. • u1 ,•9h U•o•••.,. ,.._. !.,~r.,.,...r.JOf'll 

e ~ &vrq•• •' .. ,197~ I•••' Sptclr09'0PI'II ,, 
·, •- "•••••-' el ,tiTIIO.."'-e• \....cu~oe,..\ 

•- Pre""' t • .., . ..,..,.,. c,. eu IMc••ov••IJ"'I ~ 
j. I 6 

~ 
:; 
o& I. 

·l 

01 

Fig. 4: A COHIPf\r:ir;on ojJ.' t-b!O! :pr·eGent. reGI..Ilt., 
r;bowing t.be <.\t;-p~ndenc•e •:.t' na1..1ou <:·h::>rgt_, rht-1 (• •X> 
moment1..1m,with the other resultG. 
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A Study on the Cosmic ~ay EAS Age Par•meter 

~i, l>e.ny~ 1 1 I~. ClhtH»h 1 f3, ~:, So~~~r 1: <\r 1 f\. f'ltll:her· l oe, 
A.Dh~dr~ L N.Chaudhuri 

H1gh Energy L Co~mic Ray CRntre 
Nor· t.h Bt>IIIJtl \ lJn 1 vt>.r· t~ It. y 
D~rjeeling 73443~ INDJA 

AI)STf<ACT 

An aqalyzi~ of 86~1 ~ir showers in the size range 
1~4 -~-10 ·-particles shows that li)for 'particul~r· 
shD\.'Ier the. aver<~ge of the r acli·al !;.hOI'If!r· .-~ges over 
the whole shower dis\: i<:. near·ly identical 111ith th~t 
uf thE! th!~o•· .. et.i·c:al <"Vt?r·;~q€·. va1liF! 1 ,1ii)thP •"IJ"' of a 
;;ho111er of given si:<:e develt:~piiHJ i'll th•~ vt?.r·tic::dl .ci1r 
(,,ctic~n increases by,..(£1.~~7 over 1 a·ttenLlid·ion length. 

l , I NTROt>l.lCT HJN 

1 n most- n·f the t'!'<'-'11' 1 i er P.>: ptH' i rnr;-nt ~; ( (.;l;·;dul 1 «II e·t 
cd. 1'9[!1, 1'70:~;; i·l,;.~r·L\ et al, l'·'I!Jl, l'J8~>; liJI?I'ldt:.!n, .l'/ 1/~)) lilt= 
Mlr shower age (s) is det~rminrid by standard lea~t 
squ_o.r .. ~? f1.tting of e:·,l£~c:t.r"c.1n deno:,ity in·formc.1t.ic:.ns at 
v.oario1.1s r·;H:lia1 point!;. of E":tensive ait· ~.;ho1-1er· ([P,S> 
~I"CH..-1· .. T'ht~ iHJpl,s) Vclll.le!!; fll~~a~5.UI'f.f:d by thi•.:; rf•Pthnd 
dt f fr-?r· from tht? tht.e.t.H"Fd: . .it:,;d ·h'li.l.lP.S c;t . .-..~ll atmosph · 
er 1c depths. Some wor~ers!Sasaki.1971; Capdeviell~ L 
G:lw in. t 9(:12 1 1905; ll;~r ;a el: ill . 1 'i'D~h li<~i t:!t ;.d • 1'7"10 l 
c;uqgf."3t.ed t.h<d: a !'-hnliiE!I'' han 'to b~ dtE:!;c:l'i bE~d by t·wo 
~'ge Jh~r·amP-ter·s, c>ne !'or ·its lcmgitudina1· dP.valopment 
and the other for its lateral development. The 
present work is concerne~ ~ith aq' analysis of shower 
dge in the size range 10 -~-106 ·~ particles. 

., .. EXPERlMENT 

The F. A~> ni'T "'I c: C'HHi. i l>t !; 0 r :;~ 1 (~ 1 fl[ .. t n::m d P.IHil i t y 
!ll<'lmpltng pl.:·~·t.it: t;.t:int:ill.:~ti>.m det-ect.t:.r·s at radial 
distance intervals of about. Om, 8 faat timing dete~·· 
tnr E """d ·;>, th.'•gnc~t ~·.pl'!c;tr·ogr;~ph!f.. c:t3verinf..] ,,.n .~rea of 
lil6 m:.c:_ The r<O:dii'll (·lt;·t:tl"tm density di~.tr·ibl.ttions 
,•nli muon den".lity dist.ril.)ut-.inn!,',; <.H"l'J mai.\'il.lr·pd !;unult:a 
rc!?Oit~d y nv<fr· a l"arli al di st.anc:P ·fr·c·m thr;, ;~r r i.'l'f c:e:•ntr~ 

upto •'lbOLtt :::_:',,1m iolnd muon ~-:lner·cJY in t.hri~ , .. ,_,ncJe 2.5 .. 220 
(,<•V. Ei·'!l chl"l~c:t:ic.rt ha!ii tH;en tiE·terutinf'.~d by rnF:<.•sur·ipg 
r:t:~l .:1t ivP •·•I' I" i v;;d ·t intf.'!f. LAnd "hr:•vH.~r ~-.il~t'.•!l'-lt·~l ,-~~:JP(S) 
.,,Ht \.\Ht' \t,,· ... d.i111l\~:u,y, 1 ) \ll•tt·rtlll.ltt.·'1 iltt1 \o"h~~-. 1 •HI' •.•·•1 
l<ld ,,., (Ill ~.qllo.ll' l" lttillillll:~od lPI1 ctf tltt• I' o·llilool t•lt•l tf 
<'Jit dHrtF,.it.y di'd.~ • .~ l.lf.>li1CJ (JI"<:~dir,~nt F-•~••rc::lc 111t>thod t::d' r.~n 

l:~f\~; ev~~nt tn ,;r·, int~,.r·pol.;.~tin•J· l.:d:L~I'".:d c;.tn.u:~ture ~un·• 

ct.ion as <;JlVI!!n by llil:I<AS< Sc L<•riilr.f.!f'tb(l9?~'). 
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'3. DATA ANALYSIS ~' I~:ESULTS 

from Hillas-Lapiken~ <HLl structure f~ncticn we 
obtain for the rad1al age, Sij(r) at radial location 
ri-rj the following formula, 

r:; .. (r· J =-1 n o:f" .. )' .. ::·. ~7 y .. ~;. =-·'1> I 1. 54 'ln .X
1
· _

1
. ( 1) 

"lJ lJ'lJ 1.1 

With NKFi func:ti nro t.hr? · ·f or mul a 
becomes., 

<' t · "lr1IF . . 'f.. :~y . .4.~i)iln0'. ·.y .. ) ('X} 
'' l .1 'r· ) ' 1 J ' 1 J 1 J l J 1 J 

The average of the radial age~ over the whole sho·
vJer dis~; fr-om HL[S <HLJ J and fn"Jm I'Jt,:G[S <NI<Gl J 1 at.e
r·a l structur"'r~ ·funr:.ti Dns ar·e c.nmp;,r-ed vri th th~~ t.heu· 
r·et.ic:al average v<.•lL\E!!t.[S(theo. l] f·nr di (·(er·~nt. sho .. 
wer sizes(Nel in table 1 below : 

T(\HLE 1. 

1. :2. t w'-• 

~. •: Ill. ) l . ~J 1 ~:· 

1\~I•W.Bl. \ .<'o~'h 
·---·------·-·-·----
------------··------

''"' li .• ! .. trlln.d:1on of ~;.hc.:llo'HN ~:.j;~~dl'·h;,) 111 t.ht'i !:.loovJer 
21ge ( s) 1 !" d·,o~om in ·I i ~J. 1. fhn p lnt !'.heM~; t.he~t t.h~~ 

"H]t->i•>l u~ the rodectr··on c:.:~~>c<.\dt:? in •~ ~;hnvlf!l' ub~.;erved 

i 11 VL·r· t 1 c. ,:d d.l r L'r.:t i orr ,;~,t. r;;ea 1 t!!ve1 h0\5 ~~tr~uc:t urE, 
\-1\ t h ~':\ dec:.:r eas1 rH] l>nl·, a vi nur· with Lr-.<.::r i?f.Lsn \ 1\ .. ;1 z n. 

•l. lll SCUSS I ON 

The ''ge f•iH' i\Oll~t.t;,r CJ f c::cm.mi l: r· ;ay [:f\~) l1o~~'; tn~l~n •~ 

sull iect of ~ ur Ur£!r ~·.tudy br;:c:.:ouse it:. ha~ bel~n used 
(Bamor·ski S:< Gti~nun. t'7H~3.~ ChaurHJ ~ t'-\ac:\·.:eown.1'707; 
l deroc:IP.n. 1'1'112)) tc. di e.t:i ngt.ll "'-h bc~t.wef!n ul t.r.~loi gh 
e1H'~r9y photnn initiated El~~; and ctwr·q~d cnsmi'r· r·-.y 
p.l.t t.1<: ~~~ in\ti.~tt~tl ~IHlWf~rti.Gt:lllll1! ~rnr·la!!r;s<Ga<:\i.\kl. l'l/l; 
(.,,pdPvJedlt:!' 8< C:lavlin.1';>82,1~18~5; lliilr·;, t~t. e.l.l'tfJ~'\) haV~! 
LISt?d 1n thl" showt>r· analy!ii!5 l'.hf"! r•·;~rh;;,l aiJ~~ J'~o'll~i\fllt'!ll~r· 

in ;,cJrhtlC:.n to lungitud1nal ••gf:' t.u dt~~.cr·lbE.• Joro~ptu 
din;;.! dE·vt~l npmt?nt oJ thr..! l".hnvH!!I"' 1n tho ,:,t·n·n~;~.t,r.~r·P.. 
l11 till? pr·t~">el1t vn.ll"\. 1 t hab h<'~el\ •i;IHJWII t·f,,.-\ \·lot,• •''/1'!1'" 

'"J~· '/,d """ of t:.ht:'? r ~•ell .od ~.hcJvH?I' •:\Cjt:!'i'. n·n~r .tilE? ~-•t.c,J (·.· 
shlJvH~I- disk is no;?,~r··ly identical ~oJit.h ·t:hf~ tht~IJI'"f.>\:~r..-~1 

<•V•·I' C\~~~~ Vi.:lltH:- of the· !:·.IJOvH,?r 'i.i<JI~ o'\~3 CJ j Vt:·T'o, by thr! 
e>lF!ctrnn ·photrJn ce~sr:ade t.h~:;Dr·y. 
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The v~riation of the measured shower age (s) by 
chi ·RqLiilrR minimizr.\ti.on tec:hniqi.H? "'ith N~-:o for· vmrt.·· 
l(i.;,lly int:ich,•nt· shnwt~r-!!1 if.; !!lhti"m lro li\:t-1. Ita• pr·E! 
sent r·e-sult.s ~IY·£; c:ompar·ed "'\th Al:~~nco r_JI··r:~up (Ha>.ri\ ot 
,., 1 • 1 'in 1) i. n the £HMO£,? p 1 ot.. (.\s c ;;,ro be ~r~r.!n ~· r· nw l·1 fJ. 1 
~~ sho"'er o·f given !i·ize clnvelt1pirrcJ in tht?_·:tt?rtic;Jol 
dires;tion over one at.tent.lc\t.ion lE·n.gt.h <A"' 112 grro. 
em.-~ for Ne) 5.1~5 , 9asaki.1971l i~creasas in ag~ 
lo;- ,.,.(1.1.07. ThiE l'f:·SLilt is i'n <)pod ago-1.-!(;•uot'·rot vnth 
tnat measured 0.~6/1~0 gm.cm.·-~ ) by Clay et dl. 
(1981) and with the mei!lsur~meni,s cof Haril et c.l. 
(\9l3\l in the Ne rillnge 10''-10 p;1wt.icles. A tr·erocl 
nf •uch variation i5 obtained by ~apdevielle & 
c,,~.,,in •:198:~1 on two models i~:;. al•o iill::ludE·d in thE.~ 

-;,.;,me fl<JLirf~. 

1.3 

0 0 0 • 
J.1 0 ••• 

0 

0 • • 
t u 
s 0 

0 

J.O 

... ·-'· ....... -

0 

••• -----
o.9 

Nc~ 
f''ig.l:lliat.r-ilHition of Ne in~\: 0 ~r·E·O::.I'!rot E:>:pt .• 

(•;•~•' ll!V .. !l J 1 e f.\l:eri<J rn:pt. (9Q.)Ql qm.crn. ·.!,ll..H .A ~Jt ;~!. 
\l'r'Hl>; ~inlldatJI.Ifl rr>o;;.ult~;. <:.Jf Lnpdevu;dlt~ ~. c;;;~nn 

•:\•;>(1~'1;--~-.c."lc· ho-f!<ll:lf•lJ noucJti•l,-··-high noultlJ•llc:ity 
mnc1 t-::>l .. 

HI I\ 1·:1 l•lrT\"1 
t'·\ll<lull,d,,l•\.1'1. Pt <\l.:1~"}U.l., 1'1'"\IC. 17·th !(''1·:1, {.,t~il. 

>\lldull.~l,,l•l.l'l. •~t. <.d.:l'/133, ~··o··rl<:. lBt:h IL\(1., ll,lUI. 
C:i!prlt''lll··.ll"•,,I.N. ,u.~'"''n,,1.11'111~', .1. i''hyb. li, l;,t·',.ll. 
l.dp.Jo••,lo?llt,o,,J.\'l. ,l.i.n·•lol,,J.: l'JI.W,,r:·, o:11: •. I'Jt.l, .\1'.1(1.,1, !.:.'/ 

. I .lol~llnq, I • , M;H·I• f'nvln, I·'. 1• .• : l'·llT/, f•r-r-.r· • ·,:lilt h l! '['~(., ~·,, •I :· ... ; • 
1:\,,., ,1·:.\ol. t.>l'. •. \1.: 1'1\J\ 1 ll 1'-1111:1·1, l:im. •"', 1 .'.,,1Ji,IJ. 
to"' ,11. ~. >':t •d.: l'i'lli,, f-·'r t.1C. ~::1~-.l JLHC, 9,~,. 
ClrT·\•;en,IO:.:\'N.Iil, {\r•<~· l~:~!v. l'hJ,\. !')(·\,, 1~),<•'~

Jim ''• I. r.•t <:d.: 1 1/l'll 1 Pr·o( .• 17th 11:1~C 1 {,,~·;::. 
1\,~r.<,T . .,(-, .~1.:\•Jil."., i:•r·nc. lLH:h li.:I~C, c'o,9'1'. 
IIlli ,",~s,H.~I. 1 \.i.'l•l J .. E•Io!'.,~l.: 1 1.>'7'/ ,h· r•r· .l:':•th lCI·:L, fi 1 11(,V). 

ldnnd<?n,D.\•J.: l''i'-i!il, r:•r .. oo::. 21st !CHC, 'l,.t:::.;. 
'-•••mt.r !i.ki .~1 •• ~>t;:.mm,I>J.: 19£:1'.:'., r·rnr. 10th lu::r;, 11 ,:?44. 
S,,s.~hl ,11.: \"171, ,1. l'hy~>. !>nc • .J,rq)''"• ::::1 ,.l ,.1. 
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